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Abstract
Completely nonparametric transformation models with heteroscedastic errors
are considered. Despite their flexibility, such models have rarely been used so
far, since estimators of the model components have been missing and even iden-
tification of such models has not been clear until very recently. The results of
Kloodt [2020] are used to construct the first two estimators of the transformation
function in these models. While the first estimator converges to the true trans-
formation function at a parametric rate, the second estimator can be obtained by
an explicit formula and is less computationally demanding. Finally, a simulation
study is followed by some concluding remarks. Assumptions and proofs can be
found in the appendix.
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1 Introduction
Consider two dependent random variables Y and X, where Y is univariate and the
regressor X is allowed to be multivariate. Analysing this dependency is often done
by regression models. Nevertheless, with the aim to simplify the relationship between
Y and X before fitting a regression model, more general transformation models have
been applied more frequently during the last years. These models can be summarized
as satisfying the model equation
h(Y ) = g(X) + σ(X)ε, (1.1)
where h is a strictly increasing transformation function, g is the regression function
and σ2 is the variance function. The error ε is usually assumed to be centred and
independent of X or at least some components of X.
Since the beginnings of completely parametric modelling by Box and Cox [1964]
there has grown a large variety of transformation models. The parametric class of
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Box and Cox [1964] was enlarged by Yeo and Johnson [2000], but there are meanwhile
various classes of transformation functions, see Zellner and Revankar [1969], John and
Draper [1980], Bickel and Doksum [1981] or Jones and Pewsey [2009] for further ex-
amples. In their seminal article, Linton et al. [2008] provided a parametric estimator
of the transformation function in semiparametric models with nonparametric regres-
sion functions. Their results were extended by Neumeyer et al. [2016] to models with
heteroscedastic errors. Nonparametric transformation functions have been considered
by Horowitz [1996] and Ekeland et al. [2004]. The arguably most general estimation
results so far were provided by Chiappori et al. [2015] and Vanhems and Van Keile-
gom [2019], who considered general regression functions and homoscedastic errors, but
allowed endogenous regressors. Although all of the approaches mentioned above fit
to the framework of equation (1.1), none of these provides a method to estimate the
transformation function nonparametrically in models with nonparametric regression
and variance functions. In the following, this gap in the theory of transformation mod-
els is filled, by using the identification results of Kloodt [2020] to define an estimator of
the transformation function h in the fully nonparametric transformation model (1.1)
with heteroscedastic errors.
The remainder is organized as follows. First, two nonparametric estimators are
constructed from the identification result of Kloodt [2020]. Afterwards, a parametric
convergence rate is obtained for one of these estimators and the asymptotic distribu-
tions are given, before a short simulation study is followed by some concluding remarks.
The proofs and assumptions are given in the Appendix.
2 The Estimator
Before the estimator can be defined, some notations are needed. Let (Y,X), (Y1,X1), ...,
(Yn,Xn) be independent and identically distributed R× RdX-valued random variables
fulfilling model (1.1). The densities of X and ε are denoted by f = fX and fε, respec-
tively. As common in statistics, cumulated distribution functions will be denoted by a
capital letter F . Consequently, let FY |X denote the conditional cumulative distribution
function of Y given X. Further, let fY |X :=
fY,X
fX
be the corresponding conditional den-
sity. Moreover, define for arbitrary y ∈ R, x = (x1, ..., xdX) ∈ RdX and an appropriate
index j ∈ {1, ..., dX}
p(y,x) :=
∫ y
−∞
fY,X(u,x) du, py(y,x) := fY,X(y,x),
px(y,x) :=
∫ y
−∞
∂
∂xj
fY,X(u,x) du, fx(x) :=
∂
∂xj
f(x)
as well as
Φ(y,x) =
p(y,x)
fX(x)
, Φy(y,x) =
py(y,x)
fX(x)
, Φx(y,x) =
px(y,x)
fX(x)
− p(y,x)fx(x)
f 2X(x)
.
Here and in the following, the convention f = fX is used sometimes to denote the
density of X in order to make it better distinguishable from its derivative fx. Define
for some appropriate weight function v
λ(y) :=
∫
v(x)
Φx(y,x)
Φy(y,x)
dx. (2.1)
2
Assumptions on i, v and FY,X are given in Appendix A. Kloodt [2020] showed that λ
can be written as
λ(y) = −A+Bh(y)
∂
∂y
h(y)
, (2.2)
where A,B can be found in (A4) and B is an identified parameter, which is caused
by the heteroskedasticity of the error in (1.1). Therefore, the transformation function
can no longer be obtained by integrating 1
λ
as was basically done by Horowitz [2009] or
Chiappori et al. [2015]. In contrast to this, Kloodt [2020] found an explicit expression
for h based on the solution to the differential equation in (2.2). To formulate this
expression, define y0 := λ
−1(0) and let y1, y2 ∈ R be some fixed values with y1 > y0
and y2 < y0. The conditions
h(y0) = 0, and h(y1) = 1 (2.3)
are used to identify the model. Kloodt [2020] showed that the transformation function
h in (1.1) is identified under Assumptions (A1)–(A4) and can be expressed as
h(y) =

exp
(
−B ∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du
)
y > y0
0 y = y0
α2 exp
(
−B ∫ y
y2
1
λ(u)
du
)
y < y0
, (2.4)
where α2 is uniquely determined by requiring lim
y↘y0
h′(y) = lim
y↗0
h′(y) = h′(y0) as
α2 = −lim
t→0
exp
(
B
(∫ y0−t
y2
1
λ(u)
du−
∫ y0+t
y1
1
λ(u)
du
))
. (2.5)
Due to the explicit expression of the transformation function in (2.4), it seems natural to
first find estimators of the unknown components λ,B, y0 and α2 to use these estimators
in a second step to define a plug in estimator of h.
2.1 Estimation of λ
Let K : R → R and K : RdX → R be kernel functions and let hx, hy be bandwidths
satisfying Assumption (B3). Let Khy(y) :=
1
hy
K
(
y
hy
)
as well as Khx(y) :=
1
h
dX
x
K
(
x
hx
)
and Khy(y) :=
∫ y
−∞Khy(u) du. Define an estimator
fˆX(x) :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Khx(x−Xi)
of the marginal density fX as well as an estimator
fˆY,X(y|x) := 1
n
n∑
i=1
Khy(y − Yi)Khx(x−Xi)
of the joint density fY,X and its integrated version
pˆ(y,x) :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Khy(y − Yi)Khx(x−Xi).
3
With these definitions, an estimator of the conditional distribution function of Y con-
ditional on X is given by Φˆ(y,x) := FˆY |X(y|X) := pˆ(y,x)fˆx(x) , so that a plug in estimator of
λ can be defined as
λˆ(y) :=
∫
v(x)
Φˆx(y,x)
Φˆy(y,x)
dx (2.6)
with Φˆy(y,x) :=
∂
∂y
Φˆ(y,x) and Φˆx(y,x) :=
∂
∂xj
Φˆ(y,x).
2.2 Estimation of y0 and α2
The estimation of y0 is fairly straightforward. Using the estimator λˆ from equation
(2.6), we can simply define
yˆ0 := arg min
y : λˆ(y)=0
|y|, (2.7)
which is equivalent to defining yˆ0 = λˆ
−1(0) as long as the inverse of zero is unique.
Constructing an estimator of α2 is slightly more involved. Let B˜ be an estimator of B,
e.g. the one given in equation (2.9) below. Further let tn ↘ 0 be an appropriate null
sequence. Then, α2 can be estimated by
αˆ2 = − exp
(
B˜
(∫ yˆ0−tn
y2
1
λˆ(u)
du−
∫ yˆ0+tn
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du
))
. (2.8)
Here, λˆ and yˆ0 are the estimators defined in (2.6) and (2.7), respectively.
2.3 Estimation of B
There are two ways to estimate the unknown, but also identified parameter B. While
the first approach presented here is rather simple and thus easy to calculate, the second
estimator converges to B at a faster rate. As was shown in Kloodt [2020], the function
λ can be expressed under the identification constraints (2.3) as
λ(y) = −Bh(y)
∂
∂y
h(y)
,
that is,
∂
∂y
λ(y) = −B
(
∂
∂y
h(y)
)2 − h(y) ∂2
∂y2
h(y)(
∂
∂y
h(y)
)2 y=y0= −B.
Consequently, B can be estimated via
B˜ := − ∂
∂y
λˆ(y)
∣∣∣
y=yˆ0
, (2.9)
where yˆ0 denotes the estimator from equation (2.7).
The second approach is more sophisticated and uses the idea of the Mean-Square-
Distance-from-Independence estimator of Linton et al. [2008]. For two random variables
U, V , where U is real valued, and some τ, β ∈ (0, 1), τ 6= β, denote the τ -quantile of U
conditional on V = v by
F−1U |V (τ |v) := inf {u ∈ R : FU |V (u|v) ≥ τ}
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and define
ε˜ :=
h(Y )− h(F−1Y |X(τ |X))
F−1
σ(X)(ε−F−1ε (τ))|X(β|X)
=
ε− F−1ε (τ)
F−1ε (β)− F−1ε (τ)
.
To be able to take account of the variability of the estimated errors which are caused
by the uncertainty of the estimated model components, let h, fmτ , fmβ belong to some
function sets specified in (C.3) and (C.4) in Appendix C and define
hc(y) = exp
(
− c
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du
)
and hˆc(y) = exp
(
− c
∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du
)
(2.10)
for y > y0 as well as
s := (h, fmτ , fmβ), s0 := (h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·))
and
ε˜c(s) =
hc(Y )− hc(fmτ (X))
hc(fmβ(X))− hc(fmτ (X))
.
Therefore, one has ε˜ = ε˜(s0) with the convention hc(y) = sign(h(y))|h(y)|c for all c > 0.
For sˆ := (hˆ1, Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·), Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)) the errors ε1, ..., εn can be estimated by
εˆc,i := ε˜c,i(sˆ) =
hˆc(Yi)− hˆc(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |Xi))
hˆc(Fˆ
−1
Y |X(β|Xi))− hˆc(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |Xi))
, i = 1, ..., n.
Similar to Linton et al. [2008], the idea behind the second estimator is based on the
fact that ε˜c(s0) is independent of X if and only if c = B [Kloodt, 2019]. This can be
transferred to an L2-criterion by defining
A(c, s) :=
√∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
GMD(c, s)(x, e)2 de dx =: ||GMD(c, s)||2, (2.11)
where MX and [ea, eb] are some appropriate compact intervals of RdX and R, respec-
tively, and GMD(c, s) is defined as
GMD(c, s)(x, e) = P
(
X ≤ x, ε˜c(s) ≤ e|X ∈MX
)
− P(X ≤ x|X ∈MX)P(ε˜c(s) ≤ e|X ∈MX). (2.12)
Assumptions on the sets MX and [ea, eb] are given in Appendix A. Then, c = B
is equivalent to ||GMD(c, s0)||2 = 0. In order to use this property to construct an
estimator of B, we write
Pˆ
(
X ≤ x, ε˜c(s) ≤ e|X ∈MX
)
=
1
n
∑n
i=1 I{ε˜c,i(s)≤e}I{Xi≤x}I{Xi∈MX}
1
n
∑n
i=1 I{Xi∈MX}
,
Pˆ
(
X ≤ x|X ∈MX
)
=
1
n
∑n
i=1 I{Xi≤x}I{Xi∈MX}
1
n
∑n
i=1 I{Xi∈MX}
,
Pˆ
(
ε˜c(s) ≤ e|X ∈MX
)
=
1
n
∑n
i=1 I{ε˜c,i(s)≤e}I{Xi∈MX}
1
n
∑n
i=1 I{Xi∈MX}
,
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GnMD(c, s)(x, e) = Pˆ
(
X ≤ x, ε˜c(s) ≤ e|X ∈MX
)
− Pˆ(X ≤ x|X ∈MX)Pˆ(ε˜c(s) ≤ e|X ∈MX). (2.13)
Finally, define Aˆ(c, s) := ||GnMD(c, s)||2 and
Bˆ := arg min
c∈[B1,B2]
Aˆ(c, sˆ) (2.14)
for some interval [B1, B2] ⊆ (0,∞) which contains B.
2.4 Putting Things together
Once we have estimated all of the unknown components in expression (2.4), we can
simply insert them to obtain a plug in estimator. Note that we forced the trans-
formation function h by condition (2.3) to be zero at y0. Consequently, the integral∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du diverges for y ↘ y0, which might cause problems when calculating
∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du
in a neighbourhood of y0 and therefore complicates the estimation of h for such values.
As a solution to this problem, a null sequence tn ↘ 0 can be used similarly to the
estimation of α2 to define linearised estimators
hˆ(y) =

exp
(
− Bˆ ∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du
)
, y ≥ yˆ0 + tn,
y−yˆ0
tn
hˆ(yˆ0 + tn), y ∈ (yˆ0, yˆ0 + tn),
0, y = yˆ0,
yˆ0−y
tn
hˆ(yˆ0 − tn), y ∈ (yˆ0 − tn, yˆ0),
λˆ2 exp
(
− Bˆ ∫ y
y2
1
λˆ(u)
du
)
, y ≤ yˆ0 − tn
(2.15)
and
h˜(y) =

exp
(
− B˜ ∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du
)
, y ≥ yˆ0 + tn,
y−yˆ0
tn
h˜(yˆ0 + tn), y ∈ (yˆ0, yˆ0 + tn),
0, y = yˆ0,
yˆ0−y
tn
h˜(yˆ0 − tn), y ∈ (yˆ0 − tn, yˆ0),
λ˜2 exp
(
− B˜ ∫ y
y2
1
λˆ(u)
du
)
, y ≤ yˆ0 − tn.
(2.16)
Here, the notations of hˆ and h˜ are related to those of Bˆ and B˜, respectively.
3 Asymptotic Results
In this section, asymptotic results for the estimators given in (2.15) and (2.16) are
presented. Due to the plug in type of hˆ and h˜, the asymptotic behaviour of these
estimators can be obtained from those of the single components. Apart from those for
hˆ and h˜, the main focus will especially lie on convergence results for the estimators
λˆ, Bˆ and B˜.
In order to provide an asymptotic expression for λˆ− λ, let
Dp,0 := − fx
Φyf 2
, Dp,y := − Φx
Φ2yf
, Dp,x :=
1
Φyf
,
6
Df,0 :=
2pfx
Φyf 3
− px
Φyf 2
+
pyΦx
Φ2yf
2
, Df,x := − p
Φyf 2
Lemma 3.1 Assume (A1)–(A4) and (B1)–(B5) and let K ⊆ R be compact. Then,
with λˆ as in (2.6) one has
λˆ(u)− λ(u) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(
v(Xi)Dp,0(u,Xi)Khy(u− Yi)−
∂
(
v(Xi)Dp,x(u,Xi)
)
∂xj
Khy(u− Yi)
+ v(Xi)Dp,y(u,Xi)Khy(u− Yi) + v(Xi)Df,0(u,Xi)
− ∂
(
v(Xi)Df,x(u,Xi)
)
∂xj
)
+ op
(
1√
n
)
= Op
(√
log(n)
nhy
)
(3.1)
uniformly in y ∈ K. Furthermore, the process (Zn(y))y∈K defined by
Zn(y) :=
√
n
∫ y
y1
(
1
λˆ(u)
− 1
λ(u)
)
du
converges weakly to a centred Gaussian process Zλ with a covariance function which
can be found in Kloodt [2019].
The proof can be found in Section C.1. Similar techniques as in the article of Chiappori
et al. [2015] are applied.
The following result can be shown for the estimators yˆ0 and αˆ2.
Lemma 3.2 (A1)–(A4) and (B1)–(B5) in Appendix A. Moreover, let yˆ0 and αˆ2
be defined as in (2.7) and (2.8), respectively, where the sequence tn > 0 fulfils tn ∼( log(n)2
nhy
) 1
4 . Then, √
nhy(yˆ0 − y0) D→ N (0, σ2y0)
with
σ2y0 =
∫
K(z)2 dz
B2
∫
v(w)2Dp,y(y0,w)
2fY,X(y0,w) dw
and
αˆ2 − α2 =
α2
∂2
∂y2
h(y0)tn
∂
∂y
h(y0)
+ op(tn).
Since especially the second part of the proof of Lemma 3.2 is rather technical and does
not really contribute to the overall picture of the article, the proof of Lemma 3.2 is
omitted here. It can be found in Kloodt [2019].
Lemma 3.3 Let dX = 1 and assume (A1)–(A4), (B1)–(B5)and (M1)–(M5) from
Appendix A for some compact interval [za, zb] ⊆ (y0,∞). Moreover, consider the esti-
mator sˆ = (hˆ1, Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·), Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)) of s0. Then,
√
n(Bˆ −B) D→ N
(
0,
σ2A
||Γ1(B, s0)||42
)
,
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where Γ1(B, s0)(x, e) :=
∂
∂c
GMD(c, s0)(x, e)
∣∣
c=B
and σA > 0 is defined in (C6) in
Appendix C.
The proof can be found in Subsection C.2. The assumptions (B2) and (B4) are
chosen in a way such that the derivatives of λˆ and FˆY |X(τ |·) up to order two converge
uniformly to those of λ and FY |X(τ |·), respectively, on compact sets. Hence, Lemma
C.2 in Appendix C and consequently Lemma 3.3 only hold for dX = 1. It is conjectured
that the assumptions can be adjusted such that the convergence results can be extended
to higher order derivatives which would generalize these Lemmas to arbitrary dX > 1.
Nevertheless, the case dX = 1 is considered for simplicity in the following.
Another approach presented in 2.3 consisted in estimating B via B˜ from (2.9).
Lemma 3.4 Assume (A1)–(A4) and (B1)–(B5) from Appendix A. Then,√
nh3y(B˜ −B) D→ N (0, σ2B˜), (3.2)
where
σ2
B˜
=
(∫ (
∂
∂z
K(z)
)2
dz
)(∫
v(w)2Dp,y(y0,w)
2fY,X(y0,w) dw
)
.
The proof is given in Subsection C.3.
It remains to combine the previous lemmas to the main result of this article, a
convergence theorem for hˆ and h˜, respectively. When doing so, the rate of uniform
convergence depends on the set over which the convergence is considered.
Theorem 3.5 Let sˆ = (hˆ1, Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·), Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)) be the estimator from Section 2.3 and
let K ⊆ (y0,∞), K˜ ⊆ R be compact sets.
(i) Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.3, the stochastic process (Hn(y))y∈K defined
by
Hn(y) :=
√
n(hˆ(y)− h(y))
converges weakly to a centred Gaussian process (Zh(y))y∈K with the covariance
function
κh(u, v) = h(u)h(v)E
[(
Bη1(u) +
∫ u
y1
1
λ(y)
dy ψΓ2(Y1,X1)
)
(
Bη1(v) +
∫ v
y1
1
λ(y)
dy ψΓ2(Y1,X1)
)]
with η1 and ψΓ2 as in (C.2) and (C6) in Appendix C.
(ii) Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.4, the process (H˜n(y))y∈K defined by H˜n(y) =√
nh3y(h˜(y)− h(y)) with h˜ as in (2.16) converges weakly to the centred Gaussian
process
(Zh˜(y))y∈K =
(
h(y)
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du ZB˜
)
y∈K
with ZB˜ from Lemma 3.4. Furthermore, if tn ∼
( log(n)2
nhy
) 1
4 , it holds that
sup
y∈K˜
|h˜(y)− h(y)| = Op
((
log(n)2
nhy
) 1
4
)
.
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The proof can be found in Section B.1. Theorem 3.5 yields uniform consistency of both
of the estimators hˆ and h˜ on compact sets. These estimators of the transformation
function consist of single estimators of the unknown components in (2.4). Therefore,
the rate of convergence to the true transformation function h corresponds to the rate
of these estimators. The unknown components B and
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du can be estimated at
a n−
1
2 -rate uniformly on compacts sets y ∈ K ⊆ (y0,∞), so can h. When estimating h
for values y, which are below or close to y0, the rate worsens, since the estimators of
y0 and α2 do not converge at a n
− 1
2 -rate. Although Bˆ converges to B at a faster rate
than B˜ does, the calculation of B˜ is due to the explicit formula in (2.9) much easier
and less computationally demanding than that of Bˆ.
Remark 3.6 Colling and Van Keilegom [2019] adjusted the estimator of Chiappori
et al. [2015] by first transforming Y with the empirical distribution function FˆY . In
the context of the heteroscedastic model presented here, such a pretransformation is
conceivable as well and it is conjectured that the influence on the asymptotic distribution
will be similar to that in Colling and Van Keilegom [2019].
4 Simulation Study
The purpose of this section consists in providing an estimation approach, which works
and is practically applicable. Moreover, the behaviour of the estimators of y0, B and h
given in (2.7), (2.9) and (2.16), respectively, for finite sample sizes is examined. The
estimator B˜ is chosen for practical reasons, since calculating Bˆ is accompanied with a
rather complex and computationally demanding optimization problem, which requires
the choice of additional bandwidths, kernels and sets, whereas equation (2.9) can be
applied fast and easily.
Independent observations of real valued random variables X ∼ U([0, 1]) and ε ∼
U([−1, 1]) are generated. Afterwards, Y is defined by
Y =
(
1 + X + (1+X)
2
2
ε
)3
8
+
7
(
1 + X + (1+X)
2
2
ε
)
8
,
that is, model (1.1) is fulfilled with
h−1(y) =
y3
8
+
7y
8
, g(x) = 1 + x and σ(x) =
(1 + x)2
2
.
The transformation function h is chosen such that it is strictly monotonic. Furthermore,
it fulfils the identification conditions h(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1 and thus needs to be linearly
transformed later when comparing it to the estimator h˜.
The simulations are conducted with the language R (R Core Team [2017]). Some
of the already implemented commands such as integrate and h.select are applied and
an interface for C++ is used to reduce the computation time. The weight function v
is chosen to be the indicator function of [0, 1]. Similarly to Colling and Van Keilegom
[2019], the mean of Nx = 100 evaluations of
x 7→ v(x)
∂FˆY |X(y|x)
∂xj
∂FˆY |X(y|x)
∂y
9
at equidistant points between the minimum and the maximum of the observations of X
is taken instead of integrating the quotient as in (2.6). To calculate the bandwidths hy
and hx, cross validation and the normal reference rule, respectively, have been applied
(Silverman [1986]). The kernel K is chosen to be the Epanechnikov kernel.
It can be shown that B = log(4) ≈ 1.39 and y0 = 18 log(4)3 + 78 log(4) ≈ 0.68. Observa-
tions are simulated for sample sizes of n ∈ {100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000}. For
computational reasons, the number m of simulation runs for each of the scenarios de-
creases with the sample size and can be found in Table 1. Figure 1 shows a realization
Sample Size n 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10000
Number of Simulation Runs m 500 500 200 200 100 50 20
Table 1: The sample sizes and the corresponding number of the simulation runs.
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Figure 1: One realization of the estimated transformation function (black curve) and
the true transformation function (red curve) are shown for n = 500.
of the estimator h˜ in (2.16) which is based on n = 500 observations in black and the
true transformation function h in red, both for y > yˆ0. Here and in the following, the
identification constraints in (2.3) for yˆ0 and y1 = 2 are used, that is h˜(yˆ0) = 0 = h(yˆ0)
and h˜(2) = 1 = h(2). Therefore, both functions have to intersect at least in yˆ0 and
y1 = 2. The approximation in Figure 1 seems to be quite good, although the esti-
mator for values below y1 = 2 slightly overestimates the true transformation function,
whereas the opposite holds for values above y1 = 2. As can be seen in Graphic 2,
this phenomenon carries over to all of the simulated scenarios. There, the difference
h˜− h of the estimator and the true transformation function, again based on the same
identification conditions, for different sample sizes is shown. Table 2 indicates that this
bias is caused by an underestimation of B, since it holds that h(y) ∈ (0, 1) if and only
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if y ∈ (y0, 2). Whereas yˆ0 already seems to be unbiased for n = 500, the value of B˜ is
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Figure 2: The difference of the true transformation function and its estimator under the
same identification conditions is shown for the sample sizes of n = 100, n = 200, n =
500, n = 1000, n = 2000, n = 5000, n = 10000.
even for n = 10000 below the true value of B = 1.39, although the gap between B˜ and
B decreases with a growing sample size.
Finally, some QQ-plots for yˆ0 and B˜ are given in Figure 3. There, the empirical
quantiles of the estimators are compared to those of standard normally distributed
random variables. While the distribution of yˆ0 seems to be almost normal already for
a sample size of n = 500, the corresponding curve for B˜ has a small bump for n = 500,
but at least seems to be linear for n = 5000.
5 Conclusion
Based on the results of Kloodt [2020], the so far most general approach for estimating
the transformation function in the heteroscedastic model (1.1) has been developed.
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Sample Size Mean of yˆ0 Mean of B˜ Est. MISE of h˜
n = 100 1.14 0.80 33.19
n = 200 0.88 0.76 12.90
n = 500 0.64 0.81 2.38
n = 1000 0.65 0.85 2.25
n = 2000 0.66 0.99 2.19
n = 5000 0.71 1.10 2.30
n = 10000 0.66 1.16 1.92
True Values 0.68 1.39
Table 2: Means of the estimators yˆ0 and B˜ as well as the estimated MISE of the esti-
mated transformation function for the sample sizes of n = 100, n = 200, n = 500, n =
1000, n = 2000, n = 5000, n = 10000.
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Figure 3: Normal-QQ-Plots of the estimators yˆ0 and B˜ for the sample sizes of n = 500
and n = 5000.
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Depending on the chosen approach for estimating B, two estimators hˆ and h˜ related
to that of Chiappori et al. [2015] have been provided. Consistency as well as weak
convergence results for the proposed estimators and its components have been proven.
Moreover, the estimators and convergence results have been promoted by a simulation
study.
Since this has been the first step in the context of estimating the transformation
function in fully nonparametric and heteroskedastic models like (1.1), there is potential
for further adjustments and examinations. Future research could consist in simplifying
the estimation of at least some components of hˆ or h˜. Additionally, an examination
of the behaviour of Bˆ for finite sample sizes would be worthwhile, since the usage of
B˜ seems to be accompanied with a small bias. Another research aspect might consist
in a comparison to more restrictive estimators like those of Chiappori et al. [2015] or
Zhou et al. [2009].
A Assumptions
A.1 Assumptions Ensuring Identification of the Model
The following assumptions are necessary to identify model (1.1) and are taken from
Kloodt [2020].
(A1) Let Y, ε and X be real valued and RdX-valued random variables, respectively,
with
h(Y ) = g(X) + σ(X)ε
for some transformation, regression and variance functions h, g and σ2.
(A2) ε is a centred random variable independent of X with E[ε] = 0 and Var(ε) = 1.
(A3) Let the density fε of ε be continuous and let h, g and σ from (A1) be continuously
differentiable.
(A4) The conditional cumulative distribution function (y,x) 7→ FY |X(y|x) is contin-
uously differentiable with respect to y and x. Let j ∈ {1, ..., dX}, v ≥ 0 be an
index and a weight function with support supp(v) such that ∂
∂y
FY |X(y|x) > 0 for
all y ∈ R,x ∈ supp(v) and such that (with g and σ from (A1))
A :=
∫
v(x)
(
σ(x)∂g(x)
∂xj
− g(x)∂σ(x)
∂xj
σ(x)
)
dx and B :=
∫
v(x)
∂σ(x)
∂xj
σ(x)
dx
are well defined with B 6= 0.
A.2 Assumptions for the Convergence Results
Let m ∈ N and let v be a weight function with a compact support.
(B1) Let (Y,X), (Y1, X1), ..., (Yn, Xn) be independent and identically distributed ob-
servations from model (1.1). Let the density fY,X of the joint distribution of
(Y,X) be (m+ 1)-times continuously differentiable. Assume fY,X to be bounded
and fX to be bounded away from zero on the support of v.
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(B2) Let K be a twice continuously differentiable kernel of order m with compact
support.
(B3) Let
√
nhmy → 0,
√
nhmx → 0, nh
5
yhx
log(n)
→∞, nhdX+4x
log(n)
→∞ and nh3xh3y
log(n)
→∞.
(B4) Let v be (m+ 1)-times continuously differentiable.
(B5) Let there exist some c > 0 such that the function x 7→ σ(x)
g(x)
is not almost surely
constant on M>c = {x : g(x) > c} ∩ supp(v) or M<−c = {x : g(x) < −c} ∩
supp(v).
A.3 Assumptions Required for the Set MX
Let [za, zb] ⊆ (y0,∞), [ea, eb] ⊆ R be fixed and let τ < β. The following restrictions of
the compact set MX are needed to justify some technical calculations in the proof. It
can be shown that a set satisfying these assumptions can be constructed from the data
using some of the previous assumptions (A1)–(A4), (B1)–(B5) [Kloodt, 2019].
(M1) MX ⊆ supp(v) and fX(x) > 0 for all x ∈MX,
(M2) x 7→ g(x)
σ(x)
is not almost surely constant on MX,
(M3) F−1Y |X(τ |x), F−1Y |X(β|x) ∈ (za, zb) for all x ∈MX,
(M4) sup
x∈MX,e∈[ea,eb],c∈[B1,B2]
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x)) + e(hc(F−1Y |X(β|x))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |x))) < hc(zb)
(M5) inf
x∈MX,e∈[ea,eb],c∈[B1,B2]
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x)) + e(hc(F−1Y |X(β|x))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |x))) > hc(za).
Since MX is an interval, the boundary of MX has Lebesgue-measure equal to zero.
B Proof of the Main Result
In the following, the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.5 are given, while the proofs
of the auxiliary Lemmas can be found in Appendix C.
B.1 Proof of Theorem 3.5
(i) is proven first. In Appendix C, it will be shown that (C1)–(C6) hold. Especially,
one has
√
n(Bˆ −B) = 1√
n
n∑
i=1
ψΓ2(Yi,Xi) + op
(
1√
n
)
.
Further, apply a Taylor expansion to (2.10) to obtain
hˆc(y)− hc(y) = exp
(
− c
∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du
)
− exp
(
− c
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du
)
= −c exp
(
− c
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du
)(∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du−
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du
)
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+ op
(∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du−
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du
)
= −chc(y)
n
n∑
i=1
ηi(y) + op
(
1√
n
)
with ηi, i = 1, ..., n, as in (C.2), where the last equation is shown in the proof of Lemma
3.1. Moreover,
sup
y∈K
|hˆ1(y)− h1(y)|2 = op
(
1√
n
)
,
sup
y∈K
| log(hˆ1(y))− log(h1(y))|2 = op
(
1√
n
)
.
Replacing c by the estimator Bˆ and applying (C6) results in
Hn(y) =
√
n(hˆBˆ(y)− hBˆ(y) + hBˆ(y)− hB(y))
= −Bh(y)√
n
n∑
i=1
ηi(y) +
√
n
(
exp
(
Bˆ log(h1(y))
)− exp (B log(h1(y))))+ op(1)
= −Bh(y)√
n
n∑
i=1
ηi(y) + exp
(
B log(h1(y))
)
log(h1(y))
√
n(Bˆ −B) + op(1)
=
h(y)√
n
n∑
i=1
(
Bηi(y) + log(h1(y))ψΓ2(Yi,Xi)
)
. (B.1)
Convergence of the finite dimensional distributions follows from the Central Limit The-
orem. Since h1 is continuous and bounded away from zero on K, asymptotic equiconti-
nuity as defined in condition (2.1.8) of Van der Vaart and Wellner [1996] is implied by
that of
(√
n(hˆ1(y)− h(y))
)
y∈K. Hence, Corollary 2.3.12 of Van der Vaart and Wellner
[1996] yields
(Hn(y))y∈K  (Zh(y))y∈K,
where the stated expression for the covariance function directly follows from (B.1).
To prove (ii), write by the same reasoning as above
h˜(y)− h(y) = Bh(y) h˜1(y)− h1(y)
h1(y)
+ exp
(
B log(h1(y))
)
log(h1(y))(B˜ −B)
+ op
(
1√
n
+ |B˜ −B|
)
= −h(y)
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du(B˜ −B) + op
(
1√
nh3y
)
uniformly on compact sets K ⊆ (y0,∞). The weak convergence follows from Theorem
3.4. The proof of the second part of (ii) can be found in Kloodt [2019].
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C Proof of the Auxiliary Lemmas
Here, the proofs of the auxiliary Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4 are given.
C.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1
First, the expansion in (3.1) is derived before the weak convergence result is proven.
Proof of the first assertion:
Uniform convergence results like
sup
x∈supp(v)
v(x)|fˆ(x)− f(x)| = op
(
n−
1
4
)
and
sup
y∈K,x∈supp(v)
|pˆy(y,x)− py(y,x)| = op
(
n−
1
4
)
can be shown similarly to Hansen [2008]. Therefore, the same reasoning as in Chiappori
et al. [2015] leads to
Φˆx(y,x)
Φˆy(y,x)
− Φx(y,x)
Φy(y,x)
= (pˆ(y,x)− p(y,x))Dp,0(y,x) + (pˆx(y,x)− px(y,x))Dp,x(y,x)
+ (pˆy(y,x)− py(y,x))Dp,y(y,x) + (fˆ(x)− f(x))Df,0(y,x)
+ (fˆx(x)− fx(x))Df,x(y,x) + op
(
1√
n
)
so that one obtains
λˆ(u)− λ(u)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫ (
Dp,0(u,x)Khy(u− Yi)Khx(x−Xi)
+Dp,x(u,x)Khy(u− Yi)
∂Khx(x−Xi)
∂xj
+Dp,y(u,x)Khy(u− Yi)Khx(x−Xi)
+Df,0(u,x)Khx(x−Xi) +Df,x(u,x)
∂Khx(x−Xi)
∂xj
)
v(x) dx + op
(
1√
n
)
by inserting the definition of pˆ, pˆx, pˆy, fˆ , fˆx. Due to the assumptions (B2) and (B3), a
Taylor expansion similarly to Colling and Van Keilegom [2019] leads to∫
l(x)Khx(x−Xi) dx =
∫
l(Xi + hxx)K(x) dx = l(Xi) + o
(
1√
n
)
for every m-times continuously differentiable function l with bounded support. More-
over, integration by parts yields
−
∫
l(x)
∂
∂xj
Khx(x−Xi) dx =
∫
Khx(x−Xi)
∂
∂xj
l(x) dx
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=∫
K(x)
∂
∂xj
l(x)
∣∣∣∣
x=Xi+hxx
dx
=
∂
∂xj
l(x)
∣∣∣∣
x=Xi
+ o
(
1√
n
)
for every (m + 1)-times continuously differentiable function l with bounded support.
Due to the compactness of supp(v) and K, all derivatives of Dp,0, ..., Df,x are bounded,
so that
λˆ(u)− λ(u) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(
v(Xi)Dp,0(u,Xi)Khy(u− Yi)−
∂v(Xi)Dp,x(u,Xi)
∂xj
Khy(u− Yi)
+ v(Xi)Dp,y(u,Xi)Khy(u− Yi) + v(Xi)Df,0(u,Xi)
− ∂v(Xi)Df,x(u,Xi)
∂xj
)
+ op
(
1√
n
)
.
Finally,
sup
y∈K
|λˆ(u)− λ(u)| = Op
(√
log(n)
nhy
)
follows again as in Hansen [2008].
Proof of the weak convergence:
The main idea to prove the second assertion is to find an expression∫ y
y1
(
1
λˆ(u)
− 1
λ(u)
)
du =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(ηi(y)− E[ηi(y)]) + op
(
1√
n
)
(C.1)
(ηi will be defined later) for which some weak convergence results can be applied.
First, remark that since K ⊆ (y0,∞) is compact, u 7→ 1λ(u) is bounded and bounded
away from zero on K. Hence, one has∫ y
y1
(
1
λˆ(u)
− 1
λ(u)
)
du =
∫ y
y1
λ(u)− λˆ(u)
λˆ(u)λ(u)
du
=
∫ y
y1
λ(u)− λˆ(u)
λ(u)2
(
1− λˆ(u)− λ(u)
λˆ(u)
)
du.
Possibly, extend K such that y1 is included. Due to assumption (B3), the expansion
in (3.1) leads to
Zn(u) =
√
n
(∫ y
y1
λ(u)− λˆ(u)
λ(u)2
du+Op
(
sup
u∈K
|λˆ(u)− λ(u)|2
))
(3.1)
=
√
n
(∫ y
y1
λ(u)− λˆ(u)
λ(u)2
du
)
+ op(1)
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as well as∫ y
y1
λ(u)− λˆ(u)
λ(u)2
du =
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫ y
y1
−1
λ(u)2
(
v(Xi)Dp,0(u,Xi)Khy(u− Yi)
− ∂v(Xi)Dp,x(u,Xi)
∂xj
Khy(u− Yi) + v(Xi)Dp,y(u,Xi)Khy(u− Yi)
+ v(Xi)Df,0(u,Xi)− ∂v(Xi)Df,x(u,Xi)
∂xj
)
du+ op
(
1√
n
)
=:
1
n
n∑
i=1
η˜i(y) + op
(
1√
n
)
.
The following lemma is similar to Proposition 2 of Colling and Van Keilegom [2019].
The proof is omitted here and can be found in Kloodt [2019].
Lemma C.1 Let K ⊆ (y0,∞) be compact, l : R × RdX → R, (u,x) 7→ l(u,x), be
bounded on compact sets and let l have a compact support with respect to the x-
component, which will be denoted by suppx(l) in the following. Then, under the condi-
tions of Lemma 3.1 one has
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫ y
y1
l(u,Xi)
(Khy(u− Yi)− I{Yi≤u}) du = op( 1√n
)
uniformly in y ∈ K.
Define
ηi(y) :=
∫ y
y1
−1
λ(u)2
(
v(Xi)Dp,0(u,Xi)− ∂v(Xi)Dp,x(u,Xi)
∂xj
)
I{u≥Yi} du
− v(Xi)Dp,y(Yi,Xi)
λ(Yi)2
(
I{Yi≤y} − I{Yi≤y1}
)
+
∫ y
y1
−1
λ(u)2
(
v(Xi)Df,0(u,Xi)− ∂v(Xi)Df,x(u,Xi)
∂xj
)
du. (C.2)
Then, Lemma C.1 leads to
1
n
n∑
i=1
η˜i(y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
∫ y
y1
−1
λ(u)2
(
v(Xi)Dp,0(u,Xi)I{u≥Yi} −
∂v(Xi)Dp,x(u,Xi)
∂xj
I{u≥Yi}
+ v(Xi)Dp,y(u,Xi)Khy(u− Yi) + v(Xi)Df,0(u,Xi)
− ∂v(Xi)Df,x(u,Xi)
∂xj
)
du+ op
(
1√
n
)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
ηi(y) + op
(
1√
n
)
,
where∫ y
y1
−1
λ(u)2
v(Xi)Dp,y(u,Xi)Khy(u− Yi) du
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= −
∫
1
λ(Yi + hyu)2
v(Xi)Dp,y(Yi + hyu)K(u)
(
I{Yi≤y−hyu} − I{Yi≤y1−hyu}
)
du
= −v(Xi)Dp,y(Yi,Xi)
λ(Yi)2
(
I{Yi≤y} − I{Yi≤y1}
)
+ op
(
1√
n
)
can be shown similarly to Lemma C.1. Straightforward calculations lead to E[ηi(y)] =
op
(
1√
n
)
uniformly in y ∈ K, so that equation (C.1) is valid. So far, the asymptotic
representation∫ y
y1
(
1
λˆ(u)
− 1
λ(u)
)
du =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(ηi(y)− E[ηi(y)]) + op
(
1√
n
)
was proven. It remains to show weak convergence of the corresponding process to an
appropriate Gaussian process. For this purpose, define
ηaz,x(y) :=
∫ y
y1
−1
λ(u)2
(
v(x)Dp,0(u,x)− ∂v(x)Dp,x(u,x)
∂xj
)
I{u≥z} du
+
∫ y
y1
−1
λ(u)2
(
v(x)Df,0(u,x)− ∂v(x)Df,x(u,x)
∂xj
)
du,
ηbz,x(y) := −
(
v(x)Dp,y(z,x)
λ(z)2
)
+
(
I{z≤y} − I{z≤y1}
)
,
ηcz,x(y) :=
(
v(x)Dp,y(z,x)
λ(z)2
)
−
(
I{z≤y} − I{z≤y1}
)
,
where for some value a ∈ R the terms (a)+ and (a)− denote the positive and negative
part of a, respectively. Hence,
ηi(y) = η
a
Yi,Xi
(y) + ηbYi,Xi(y) + η
c
Yi,Xi
(y).
It can be easily seen that ηaz,x(y), η
b
z,x(y) and η
c
z,x(y) are bounded by some constant
C˜ > 0 uniformly in y, y˜ ∈ K. In the following, it will be proven, that the function
classes
Fk := {(z,x) 7→ ηkz,x(y), y ∈ K}, k ∈ {a, b, c},
are Donsker. Example 2.10.7 of Van der Vaart and Wellner [1996] then implies that the
class F = {(z,x) 7→ ηz,x(y), y ∈ K} is Donsker as well. While the Donsker property of
F b and F c can be shown by standard arguments as for indicator functions, one has
|ηaz,x(y)− ηaz,x(y˜)| =
∣∣∣∣ ∫ y
y˜
−1
λ(u)2
(
v(x)Dp,0(u,x) +
∂v(x)Dp,x(u,x)
∂xj
)
I{u≥z} du
+
∫ y
y˜
−1
λ(u)2
(
v(x)Df,0(u,x) +
∂v(x)Df,x(u,x)
∂xj
)
du
∣∣∣∣
≤ C|y − y˜|
for all y, y˜ ∈ K and an appropriate constant C > 0, so that√
E[(ηaZ1,X1(y)− ηaZ1,X1(y˜))2] ≤ C|y˜ − y|.
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Let ξ > 0. Then, ξ-brackets [l, u] for the function class Fa can be defined as
l(z,x) = ηaz,x(y
∗
k)−
√
ξ
C
and u(z,x) = ηaz,x(y
∗
k) +
√
ξ
C
, k = 1, ..., K,
for some K ∈ N and appropriate values y∗1, ..., y∗K ∈ K. Consequently, the bracketing
number can be deduced from that of K and for some constant C the bracketing integral∫ ∞
0
√
log(N[ ](ε,F , L2(P Y,X))) dε = C
∫ ∞
0
√
log
(
max
(
1
ε2
, 1
))
dε <∞
is finite. Theorem 2.5.6 of Van der Vaart and Wellner [1996] ensures that Fa is Donsker,
as long as the finite dimensional distributions converge, but this in turn (as for F b,F c
and F) is implied by the multivariate Central Limit Theorem. After some rather tech-
nical computations for the indicator functions, the covariance function can be written
as in Kloodt et al. [2019]. Finally, the weak convergence
(Zn(y))y∈K  (Z(y))y∈K
was proven, where Z is a centred Gaussian process. 
C.2 Proof of Lemma 3.3
Before Lemma 3.3 can be proven, some further notations are needed. These notations
are used in the proof of some preliminary lemmas, which in turn will imply the assertion
of Lemma 3.3.
C.2.1 Preliminary Notations
Denote the supremum norms of the functions fmτ , fmβ : RdX → R and h : R →
R on MX and [za, zb] by ||.||MX and ||.||[za,zb], respectively. Let C > 0 such that
sup
u∈[za,zb]
∣∣ ∂2
∂u2
h1(u)
∣∣ ≤ C
2
and define the set of functions
H =
{
s = (h, fmτ , fmβ)
t : h ∈ C2([za, zb]), fmτ , fmβ ∈ C2(MX), fmτ (MX) ⊆ (za, zb),
fmβ(MX) ⊆ (za, zb),
∣∣∣∣ ∂2∂u2h(u)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C, 2 infu∈[za,zb] ∂∂uh(u) > infu∈[za,zb] ∂∂uh1(u)
}
(C.3)
endowed with the supremum norm
||s||H = max
(||h||[za,zb], ||fmτ ||MX , ||fmβ ||MX).
Following Section 2.7.1 of Van der Vaart and Wellner [1996], consider for some γ,R > 0
the (Ho¨lder-)class CγR of all functions on MX such that all partial derivatives up to
order bγc are uniformly bounded by R and the partial derivatives of highest order are
Lipschitz of order γ − bγc. More precisely, define for any multi-index l = (l1, ..., ldX)
the differential
Dl =
∂l
∂xl11 ...∂x
ld
d
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as well as the norm
||f ||γ = max
l≤bγc
sup
x∈MX
|Dlf(x)|+ max
l=bγc
sup
x 6=y∈MX
|Dlf(x)−Dlf(y)|
||x− y||γ−bγc ,
where the inequality l ≤ bγc has to be read in the sense of ∑dXi=1 li ≤ bγc for every
multi-index l = (l1, ..., ldX). In the case of dX = 1 the norm can be written as
||f ||γ = max
l=1,...,bγc
sup
x∈MX
∣∣∣∣ ∂l∂xl f(x)
∣∣∣∣+ sup
x 6=y∈MX
∣∣ ∂bγc
∂xbγcf(x)− ∂
bγc
∂xbγcf(y)
∣∣
||x− y||γ−bγc .
Further, define for some R > 0 the set CγR(MX) as the set of all (sufficiently often
differentiable) functions f with ||f ||γ ≤ R and
H˜ =
{
s ∈ H : h ∈ CγhRh([za, zb]), fmτ ∈ C
γfmτ
Rfmτ
(MX), fmβ ∈ C
γfmβ
Rfmβ
(MX)
}
(C.4)
for some constants γh > 1, γfmτ , γfmβ > dX and Rh, Rfmτ , Rfmβ <∞.
Recall that Γ1(c, s0) was defined as the ordinary derivative of GMD with respect to
c ∈ [B1, B2]. For all (x, e) ∈MX×[ea, eb] let Γ2(c, s0)(x, e)[s−s0] denote the directional
derivative of GMD(c, s0)(x, e) with respect to s, that is
Γ2(c, s0)(x, e)[s− s0] := lim
t→0
GMD(c, s0 + t(s− s0))(x, e)−GMD(c, s0)(x, e)
t
.
Furthermore, let
DhGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[h− h1],
DfmτGMD(c, s0)(x, e)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
,
DfmβGMD(c, s0)(x, e)
[
fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
denote the directional derivatives with respect to h, fmτ and fmβ , respectively. Now,
some further properties can be formulated. These will allow to proceed in the proof of
Theorem 3.3 below similarly to Linton et al. [2008]. Let GMD and GnMD be defined as
in (2.12) and (2.13) and let sˆ = (hˆ1, Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·), Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)) be the estimator of s0 from
Section 2.3. In the proof of Theorem 3.3, it will be shown first that the assumptions
(C1)–(C6) below are already implied by (A1)–(A4), (B1)–(B5) and (M1)–(M5)
from Appendix A. In a second step, these assumptions are used to proof the assertion
similarly to Chen et al. [2003] and Linton et al. [2008].
(C1) One has GMD(B, s0) ≡ 0 and Bˆ −B = op(1).
(C2) For all (x, e) ∈MX× [ea, eb] the ordinary derivative Γ1(c, s0)(x, e) with respect to
c of GMD(c, s0)(x, e) exists in a neighbourhood of B and is continuous at c = B.
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e) is different from zero on a set with positive λMX×[ea,eb]-measure.
(C3) For any δ > 0 let Bδ be the δ-neighbourhood of B in [B1, B2] and H˜δ = {s ∈ H˜ :
||s−s0||H < δ}. With these notations, the directional derivative Γ2(c, s0)(x, e)[s−
s0] of GMD(c, s0)(x, e) with respect to s exists for all c ∈ Bδ, (x, e) ∈MX× [ea, eb]
and in all directions [s − s0] with s ∈ H˜ and H˜ as in (C.4). Consider a positive
sequence δn → 0 and (c, s) ∈ Bδn × H˜δn . Then,
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(i) for an appropriate constant C ≥ 0 (independent of c and s) it holds that
||GMD(c, s)−GMD(c, s0)− Γ2(c, s0)[s− s0]||2
≤ C(||h− h1|| 32[za,zb] + ||fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)||2MX + ||fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)||2MX).
(ii) one has ||Γ2(c, s0)[sˆ−s0]−Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ−s0]|| = op(|c−B|)+op
(
n−
1
2
)
uniformly
in c ∈ Bδn .
(C4) It holds that sˆ ∈ H˜ with probability converging to one, ||hˆ1−h1||
3
2
[za,zb]
= op(n
− 1
2 )
and
||Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)||MX , ||Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)− F−1Y |X(β|·)||MX = op(n−
1
4 ).
(C5) sup
||c−B||≤δn,||s−s0||≤δn
||GnMD(c, s)−GMD(c, s)−GnMD(B, s0)||2 = op(n− 12 ).
(C6) There exists a real valued function ψΓ2 with E[ψΓ2(Y,X)] = o
(
n−
1
2
)
and σ2A :=
E[ψΓ2(Y,X)
2] ∈ (0,∞) such that
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
GnMD(B, s0)(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]
)
de dx
=
1√
n
n∑
i=1
ψΓ2(Yi,Xi) + op(1)
D→ N (0, σ2A).
Before the corresponding Lemmas are stated and proven define for s ∈ H˜, c ∈ [B1, B2],
x ∈MX, e ∈ [ea, eb]
kc(s,x, e) =
h1
(
h−1
((
hc(fmτ (x)) + e(h
c(fmβ(x))− hc(fmτ (x)))
) 1
c
))B − g(x)
σ(x)
(C.5)
with h1 as in (2.10), so that h = h
B
1 and
GMD(c, s)(x, e)
= P (X ≤ x, ε˜c(s) ≤ e|X ∈MX)− P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)P (ε˜c(s) ≤ e|X ∈MX)
= P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s,X, e)|X ∈MX)
− P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)P (ε ≤ kc(s,X, e)|X ∈MX)
=
1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
fX(w)Fε(kc(s,w, e)) dw. (C.6)

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C.2.2 Preliminary Lemmas
In the following, assume validity of (A1)–(A4), (B1)–(B5) and (M1)–(M5) from
Appendix A for a compact interval [za, zb] ⊆ (y0,∞).
Lemma C.2 If dX = 1, one has sˆ ∈ H˜ with probability converging to one for γh =
γfmτ = γfmβ = 2 and some sufficiently large constants Rh, Rfmτ , Rfmβ > 0. Moreover,
the second part of (C4) is valid as well.
Proof: Recall the definition of H˜ ⊆ H (remember γh = γfmτ = γfmβ = 2):
H˜ =
{
s ∈ H : h ∈ C2Rh([za, zb]), fmτ ∈ C2Rfmτ (MX), fmβ ∈ C
2
Rfmβ
(MX)
}
.
The convergence rate of ||hˆ1 − h1||[za,zb] follows from Theorem 3.1, while those of
||Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)||MX and ||Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)− F−1Y |X(β|·)||MX can be derived by writing
0 = FˆY |X(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)− FY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
= FˆY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x) + fˆY |X(F˜ (τ,x)|x)
(
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)− F−1Y |X(τ |x)
)
− FY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
= FˆY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)− FY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
+ fY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
(
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)− F−1Y |X(τ |x)
)
+ op
(
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)− F−1Y |X(τ |x)
)
uniformly in x ∈ supp(v), which in turn results in
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)− F−1Y |X(τ |x)
= −
FˆY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)− FY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
fY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
(1 + op(1))
= − (1 + op(1))
fY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
1
fX(x)
Khy(F−1Y |X(τ |x)− Yi)Khx(x−Xi)
−
p(F−1Y |X(τ |x),x)
fX(x)2
Khx(x−Xi)
)
(C.7)
uniformly in x ∈ supp(v). Now, similar techniques as in Hansen [2008] can be applied
to obtain the result.
To prove sˆ ∈ H˜ with probability converging to one it suffices to show uniform
convergence of the functions hˆ1, Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·), Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·) and their derivatives up to order
two to h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·) and the corresponding derivatives, respectively. Without
loss of generality, when proving Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·) ∈ C
γfmτ
Rfmτ
(MX) and Fˆ
−1
Y |X(β|·) ∈ C
γfmβ
Rfmβ
(MX)
only derivatives with respect to x1 are considered since other derivatives can be treated
analogously. For hˆ1 this can be derived from Lemma 3.1, since
∂
∂y
hˆ1(y) =
∂
∂y
exp
(
−
∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du
)
= − hˆ1(y)
λˆ(y)
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and
∂2
∂y2
hˆ1(y) = −
λˆ(y) ∂
∂y
hˆ1(y)− hˆ1(y) ∂∂y λˆ(y)
λˆ(y)2
=
hˆ1(y) + hˆ1(y)
∂
∂y
λˆ(y)
λˆ(y)2
.
As will be seen in the following, the assertion for Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·) and Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·) follows from
the corresponding assertion for FˆY |X(y|·) and hence can be obtained again as in Hansen
[2008]. One has
τ = FˆY |X(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x),
so that
0 =
∂
∂x1
FˆY |X(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x) = Fˆy(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
∂
∂x1
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x) + Fˆx(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x),
where Fˆy and Fˆx denote the derivative of (y,x) 7→ FˆY |X(y|x) with respect to y and x,
respectively. Note that dX = 1 was assumed. Therefore,
∂
∂x1
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x) = −
Fˆx(Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |x)|x)
Fˆy(Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |x)|x)
and
∂2
∂x21
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)
= −
Fˆy(Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |x)|x) ∂∂x1 Fˆx(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)− Fˆx(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x) ∂∂x1 Fˆy(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
Fˆy(Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |x)|x)2
.
Similar to before, let Fˆyy, Fˆxy and Fˆxx denote the partial derivatives of (y,x) 7→
FˆY |X(y|x) of order two. Then, it holds that
∂
∂x1
Fˆy(Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |x)|x) = Fˆxy(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x) + Fˆyy(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
∂
∂x1
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)
as well as
∂
∂x1
Fˆx(Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |x)|x) = Fˆxx(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x) + Fˆxy(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
∂
∂x1
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x).
Consequently, the desired results
sup
x∈MX
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂x1 Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)− ∂∂x1F−1Y |X(τ |x)
∣∣∣∣ = op(1)
and
sup
x∈MX
∣∣∣∣ ∂2∂x21 Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)− ∂
2
∂x21
F−1Y |X(τ |x)
∣∣∣∣ = op(1)
can be shown as in Hansen [2008]. 
Lemma C.3 With A as in (2.11), it holds that A(B, s0) = 0 and Bˆ−B = op(1), that
is, (C1) is valid.
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Proof: The first part follows directly from the definition of A in (2.11) in Section 2.3.
For the second part, consider the function classes
F = {(X, ε) 7→ I{X∈MX}I{ε≤kc(h,fmτ ,fmβ ,X,e)} : s ∈ H, c ∈ [B1, B2], e ∈ [ea, eb]}
and
F˜ = {(X, ε) 7→ I{X∈MX}I{X≤x}I{ε≤kc(h,fmτ ,fmβ ,X,e)} :
s ∈ H, c ∈ [B1, B2],x ∈MX, e ∈ [ea, eb]}.
It will be shown in the proof of Lemma C.7 below that the classes F and F˜ are Donsker
with respect to L2(P (X,ε)). Hence,
Pˆ (X ≤ x, ε˜c(s0) ≤ e|X ∈MX) = Pˆ (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e)|X ∈MX)
=
1
n
∑n
i=1 I{Xi≤x,εi≤kc(s0,Xi,e)}I{Xi∈MX}
1
n
∑n
i=1 I{Xi∈MX}
= P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e)|X ∈MX) +Op
(
1√
n
)
.
Lemma C.2 yields
fˆmτ (x)− F−1Y |X(τ |x) = op
(
n−
1
4
)
, fˆmβ(x)− F−1Y |X(β|x) = op
(
n−
1
4
)
and
h¯1(y)− h1(y) = op
(
n−
1
4
)
uniformly in y ∈ [za, zb] and x ∈MX. Consequently, it holds that
sup
c∈[B1,B2],x∈MX,e∈[ea,eb]
|kc(sˆ,x, e)− kc(s0,x, e)| = op(δn),
where the sequence (δn)n∈N follows from standard arguments, see Lemma 1.5.1 in
Kloodt [2019] for details. Assumption (C4) ensures sˆ ∈ H˜ with probability converging
to one, so that Corollary 2.3.12 of Van der Vaart and Wellner [1996] leads to
sup
c∈[B1,B2],x∈M,e∈[ea,eb]
∣∣Pˆ (X ≤ x, ε˜c(sˆ) ≤ e|X ∈MX)− P (X ≤ x, ε˜c(s0) ≤ e|X ∈MX)∣∣
= sup
c∈[B1,B2],x∈M,e∈[ea,eb]
∣∣Pˆ (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(sˆ,X, e)|X ∈MX)
− P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e)|X ∈MX)
∣∣
= op(1).
Analogous calculations can be done for Pˆ (X ≤ x|X ∈MX) and Pˆ (ε˜c(s0) ≤ e|X ∈MX).
Therefore,
Aˆ(c, sˆ) =
(∫
M
∫
[ea,eb]
(
Pˆ (X ≤ x, ε˜c(sˆ) ≤ e|X ∈MX)
− Pˆ (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)Pˆ (ε˜c(sˆ) ≤ e|X ∈MX)
)2
de dx
) 1
2
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=(∫
M
∫
[ea,eb]
(
P (X ≤ x, ε˜c(s0) ≤ e|X ∈MX)
− P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)P (ε˜c(s0) ≤ e|X ∈MX)
)2
de dx
) 1
2
+ op(1)
= A(c, s0) + op(1)
uniformly in c ∈ [B1, B2]. Since the map c 7→ A(c, s0) is continuous and c = B is the
unique minimizer, it holds that
inf
c∈[B1,B2],|c−B|>δ
A(c, s0) > 0
for all δ > 0 and thus, Bˆ = arg min
c∈[B1,B2]
Aˆ(c, sˆ) = arg min
c∈[B1,B2]
A(c, s0) + op(1) = B + op(1). 
Lemma C.4 The ordinary derivative Γ1(c, s0)(x, e) of GMD(c, s0)(x, e) (with respect
to c) exists for all (x, e) ∈MX × [ea, eb] in a neighbourhood of B and is continuous at
c = B. Γ1(B, s0)(x, e) is different from zero on a set with positive λMX×[ea,eb]-measure.
Consequently, (C2) holds true.
Proof: The proof can be divided into three steps namely the proof of the continuous
differentiability of c 7→ kc(s0,x, e), the proof of continuous differentiability of c 7→
P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e)|X ∈ MX) and c 7→ GMD(c, s0) (each for all (x, e) ∈ M ×
[ea, eb]) and finally the proof of Γ1(B, s0)(x, e) 6= 0, which is omitted here and can
be found in Kloodt [2019]. First, recall the definition of kc in (C.5) and write for all
(x, e) ∈M × [ea, eb]
∂
∂c
kc(s0,x, e)
=
∂
∂c
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x)) + e(hc(F−1Y |X(β|x))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |x)))
)B
c − g(x)
σ(x)
=
1
σ(x)
[
− B
c2
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(τ |x)
)c
+ e
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(β|x)
)c − h1(F−1Y |X(τ |x))c))Bc
log
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(τ |x)
)c
+ e
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(β|x)
)c − h1(F−1Y |X(τ |x))c))
+
B
c
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(τ |x)
)c
+ e
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(β|x)
)c − h1(F−1Y |X(τ |x))c))Bc −1(
log
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(τ |x)
))
h1
(
F−1Y |X(τ |x)
)c
+ e
(
log
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(β|x)
))
h1
(
F−1Y |X(β|x)
)c
− log
(
h1
(
F−1Y |X(τ |x)
))
h1
(
F−1Y |X(τ |x)
)c))]
. (C.8)
Due to 0 < hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x)), hc(F−1Y |X(β|x)) as well as
0 < hc(za) ≤ hc(F−1Y |X(τ |x)) + e(hc(F−1Y |X(β|x))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |x))) ≤ hc(zb)
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for all x ∈MX, e ∈ [ea, eb] the function (c,x, e) 7→ ∂∂ckc(s0,x, e) is well defined, contin-
uous and thus bounded on [B1, B2]×MX × [ea, eb].
Second, P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e)|X ∈MX) can be written as
P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e)|X ∈MX)
=
P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e),X ∈MX)
P (X ∈MX)
=
1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX∩(−∞,x]
Fε(kc(s0,v, e))fX(v) dv.
Analogously,
P (ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e)|X ∈MX) = 1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX
Fε(kc(s0,v, e))fX(v) dv.
The Dominated Convergence Theorem leads to
∂
∂c
P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s0,X, e)|X ∈MX)
=
1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX∩(−∞,x]
∂
∂c
Fε(kc(s0,v, e))fX(v) dv
=
1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX∩(−∞,x]
fε(kc(s0,v, e))
∂
∂c
kc(s0,v, e)fX(v) dv,
where the supremum of the integrand, which is continuous and evaluated on a compact
set, can be taken as a majorant. Consequently
∂
∂c
GMD(c, s0)(x, e) =
1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX
fε(kc(s0,v, e))
∂
∂c
kc(s0,v, e)(I(−∞,x](v)− P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX))fX(v) dv.

Lemma C.5 There exists a δ > 0 such that for all c ∈ Bδ, (x, e) ∈ MX × [ea, eb]
the directional derivative Γ2(c, s0)(x, e)[s − s0] of GMD(c, s0)(x, e) with respect to s
exists in all directions [s − s0]. Moreover, consider a positive sequence δn → 0 and
(c, s) ∈ Bδn × H˜δn. Then,
(i) for an appropriate constant C ≥ 0 one has
||GMD(c, s)−GMD(c, s0)− Γ2(c, s0)[s− s0]||2
≤ C(||h− h1|| 32[za,zb] + ||fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)||2MX + ||fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)||2MX).
(ii) one has ||Γ2(c, s0)[sˆ− s0]− Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]|| = op(|c−B|) + op
(
n−
1
2
)
.
Therefore, (C3) is valid.
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Proof: First, existence of the directional derivatives is shown, before conditions (i)
and (ii) are proven.
Directional derivative with respect to h: Define for some fixed c, h,x, e
fh,t := h1 + t(h− h1), (C.9)
ψ(t, z) := f−1h,t (z),
zc(fh,t, fmτ , fmβ ,x, e) :=
(
f ch,t(fmτ (x)) + e(f
c
h,t(fmβ(x))− f ch,t(fmτ (x)))
) 1
c . (C.10)
Mostly, the components x, e will be omitted and zc(t) will be written as an abbreviation
for zc(fh,t, fmτ , fmβ ,x, e). Further, all derivatives with respect to t are marked with a
“ · ”, those with respect to y are marked with a “ ′ ”. Then, one has
h′1(z) = −
h1(z)
λ(z)
,
ψ′(t, z) =
1
f ′h,t(f
−1
h,t (zc(t)))
t=0
= −λ(h
−1
1 (zc(0)))
zc(0)
as well as
∂
∂t
ψ(t, fh,t(h
−1
1 (zc(t))))
= ψ˙(t, fh,t(h
−1
1 (zc(t))))
+ ψ′(t, fh,t(h−11 (zc(t))))
(
f˙h,t(h
−1
1 (zc(t))) + f
′
h,t(h
−1
1 (zc(t)))
∂
∂t
zc(t)
h′1(h
−1
1 (zc(t)))
)
t→0−→ ψ˙(0, zc(0)) + ψ′(0, zc(0))
(
(h− h1)(h−11 (zc(0))) +
∂
∂t
zc(t)
∣∣
t=0
)
= ψ˙(0, zc(0))− λ(h
−1
1 (zc(0)))
zc(0)
(
h(h−11 (zc(0)))− zc(0) +
∂
∂t
zc(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
)
.
Due to
∂
∂t
ψ(t, fh,t(h
−1
1 (zc(t)))) =
∂
∂t
zc(t)
h′1(h
−1
1 (zc(t)))
t→0−→ −λ(h
−1
1 (zc(0)))
∂
∂t
zc(t)
∣∣
t=0
zc(0)
,
it holds that
ψ˙(0, zc(0)) =
λ(h−11 (zc(0)))
zc(0)
(h(h−11 (zc(0)))− zc(0)),
so that
∂
∂t
ψ(t, zc(t)) = ψ˙(t, zc(t)) + ψ
′(t, zc(t))
∂
∂t
zc(t)
t→0−→ ψ˙(0, zc(0)) + ψ′(0, zc(0)) ∂
∂t
zc(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
λ(h−11 (zc(0)))
zc(0)
(
h(h−11 (zc(0)))− zc(0)−
∂
∂t
zc(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
)
.
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Additionally,
∂
∂t
zc(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∂
∂t
(
f ch,t(fmτ (x)) + e(f
c
h,t(fmβ(x))− f ch,t(fmτ (x)))
) 1
c
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
c
(
hc1(fmτ (x)) + e(h
c
1(fmβ(x))− hc1(fmτ (x)))
) 1
c
−1
(
chc−11 (fmτ (x))(h(fmτ (x))− h1(fmτ (x)))
+ e(chc−11 (fmβ(x))(h(fmβ(x))− h1(fmβ(x))
− chc−11 (fmτ (x))(h(fmτ (x))− h1(fmτ (x)))
)
.
This in turn results in (for the special case fmτ = F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), fmβ = F−1Y |X(β|·))
Dhkc(s0,x, e)[h− h1] = ∂
∂t
kc(fh,t, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·),x, e)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∂
∂t
h1(ψ(t, zc(t)))
B − g(x)
σ(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
Bh1(ψ(t, zc(t)))
B−1h′1(ψ(t, zc(t)))
∂
∂t
ψ(t, zc(t))
σ(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
Bzc(0)
B−1(zc(0)− h(h−11 (zc(0))) + ∂∂tzc(t)∣∣t=0)
σ(x)
(C.11)
and by applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem to equation (C.6)
DhGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[h− h1] = 1
P (X ∈MX)
(∫
MX
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
fε(kc(s0,w, e))Dhkc(s0,w, e)[h− h1]fX(w) dw
)
.
Directional derivative with respect to fmτ and fmβ : For h = h1, kc simplifies to
kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ ,x, e) =
zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)
B − g(x)
σ(x)
.
Hence, with
fmτ ,t = F
−1
Y |X(τ |·) + t
(
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
)
and fmβ ,t = F
−1
Y |X(β|·) + t
(
fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
)
one has
Dfmτ kc(h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·),x, e)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
=
∂
∂t
zc(h1, fmτ ,t, F
−1
Y |X(β|·))B − g(x)
σ(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∂
∂t
(
hc(fmτ ,t(x)) + e(hc(F
−1
Y |X(β|x))− hc(fmτ ,t(x)))
)B
c − g(x)
σ(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
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= −
B(...)
B
c
−1(1− e)hc(F−1Y |X(τ |x))(fmτ (x)− F−1Y |X(τ |x))
σ(x)λ(F−1Y |X(τ |x))
as well as
Dfβkc(s0,x, e)
[
fβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
=
∂
∂t
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x)) + e(hc(fmβ ,t(x))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |x)))
)B
c − g(x)
σ(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= −
B(...)
B
c
−1ehc(F−1Y |X(β|x))(fmβ(x)− F−1Y |X(β|x))
σ(x)λ(F−1Y |X(β|x))
.
The Dominated Convergence Theorem yields
DfmτGMD(c, s0)(x, e)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
=
1
P (X ∈MX)
(∫
MX
fε(kc(s0,w, e))
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
Dfmτ kc(s0,w, e)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
fX(w) dw
)
.
Directional derivative with respect to s: This results from the previous parts of
the proof as follows: Define st = (fh,t, fmτ ,t, fmβ ,t) and t 7→ z˜c(t) := zc(st,x, e). Then,
kc(st,x, e) =
∂
∂t
kc(st,x, e)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∂
∂t
h1(ψ(t, z˜c(t)))
B − g(x)
σ(x)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
only depends on fmτ ,t and fmβ ,t via z˜c(t), respectively. Due to z˜c(0) = zc(s0) (= zc(0)
with the notation from before), one can proceed as for the derivative with respect to
h to obtain
Dskc(s0,x, e)[s− s0] =
Bz˜c(0)
B−1(z˜c(0)− h(h−11 (z˜c(0))) + ∂∂t z˜c(t)
∣∣
t=0
)
σ(x)
,
where Ds denotes the derivative with respect to s. At the same time,
∂
∂t
z˜c(t)
∣∣
t=0
=
∂
∂t
zc(fh,t, fmτ ,t, fmβ ,t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
(
Dhzc(s0) , Dfmτ zc(s0) , Dfmβ zc(s0)
) h− h1fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |x)
fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|x)
 ,
which in total leads to
Dskc(s0,x, e)[s− s0] = Dhkc(s0,x, e)[h− h1] +Dfmτ kc(s0,x, e)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
+Dfmβkc(s0,x, e)
[
fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
and (after applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem)
DsGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[s− s0]
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= DhGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[h− h1] +DfmτGMD(c, s0)(x, e)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
+DfmβGMD(c, s0)(x, e)
[
fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
. (C.12)
Proof of (i): First, the following Lemma can be shown by straightforward calculations,
see Kloodt [2019] for details.
Lemma C.6 Let δn ↘ 0, s = (h, fmτ , fmβ) ∈ H˜δn and 0 < η < h1(zb)−h1(za)2 . Then,
sup
t∈[h1(za)+η,h1(zb)−η]
|h−1(t)− h−11 (t)| = O
(||h− h1||[za,zb])
and
||h′ − h′1||[za,zb] = O
(√
||h− h1||[za,zb]
)
=
√
δn.
Let δn ↘ 0 and (c, s) ∈ Bδn × H˜δn . To apply the lemma from above, use (C.12) to
split the norm into three parts
||GMD(c, s)−GMD(c, s0)− Γ2(c, s0)[s− s0]||2
= ||GMD(c, h, fmτ , fmβ)−GMD(c, h1, fmτ , fmβ)−DhGMD(c, s0)[h− h1]
+GMD(c, h1, fmτ , fmβ)−GMD(c, h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)
−DfmτGMD(c, s0)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
+GMD(c, h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)
−GMD(c, h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·))−DfmβGMD(c, s0)
[
fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]||2
≤ ||GMD(c, h, fmτ , fmβ)−GMD(c, h1, fmτ , fmβ)−DhGMD(c, s0)[h− h1]||2
+ ||GMD(c, h1, fmτ , fmβ)−GMD(c, h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)
−DfmτGMD(c, s0)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]||2 + ||GMD(c, h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)−GMD(c, s0)
−DfmβGMD(c, s0)
[
fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]||2.
Notice for the first summand that due to
||GMD(c, h, fmτ , fmβ)−GMD(c, h1, fmτ , fmβ)−DhGMD(c, s0)[h− h1]||2
=
(∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
(
P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(h, fmτ , fmβ ,X, e)|X ∈MX)
− P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)P (ε ≤ kc(h, fmτ , fmβ ,X, e)|X ∈MX)
− P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ ,X, e)|X ∈MX)
+ P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)P (ε ≤ kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ ,X, e)|X ∈MX)
−DhGMD(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·),X, e)(x, e)[h− h1]
)2
de dx
) 1
2
=
(∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
(
1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX
(
I{v≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
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(
Fε(kc(h, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))− Fε(kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))− fε(kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))
Dhkc(h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·), v, e)[h− h1]
)
fX(v) dv
)2
de dx
) 1
2
and
Fε(kc(h, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))− Fε(kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))
− fε(kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))Dhkc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·), v, e)[h− h1]
= fε(kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))(kc(h, fmτ , fmβ , v, e)− kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))
+ f ′ε(k˜)(kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e)− kc(h, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))2
− fε(kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e))Dhkc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·), v, e)[h− h1]
for some k˜ between kc(h, fmτ , fmβ , v, e) and kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e) it suffices to prove∣∣kc(h, fmτ , fmβ , v, e)− kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e)−Dhkc(s0, v, e)[h− h1]∣∣ ≤ C||h− h1|| 32[za,zb]
for an appropriate C > 0 and uniformly in c ∈ Bδ, v ∈ MX, e ∈ [ea, eb], fmτ , fmβ , such
that (h, fmτ , fmβ) ∈ H˜. Analogous calculations for Dfmτ and Dfmβ yield the sufficient
conditions ∣∣kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e)− kc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ , v, e)
−Dfmτ kc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ , v, e)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]∣∣
≤ C||fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)||2MX (C.13)
(uniformly in c ∈ Bδ, v ∈MX, e ∈ [ea, eb] and fmβ , such that (h1, fmτ , fmβ) ∈ H˜) and∣∣kc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ , v, e)− kc(s0, v, e)−Dfmβkc(s0, v, e)[fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)]∣∣
≤ C||fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)||2MX (C.14)
uniformly in c ∈ Bδ, v ∈ MX, e ∈ [ea, eb] to handle the second and third summand,
respectively.
(C.11) leads to
kc(h, fmτ , fmβ , v, e)− kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e)−Dhkc(s0, v, e)[h− h1]
=
1
σ(v)
(
h1(h
−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))
B − h1(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))B
−Bzc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)B−1
(
∂
∂t
zc(fh,t, fmτ , fmβ)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
+ h1(h
−1
1 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))
− h(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))
))
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=
1
σ(v)
(
h1(h
−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))
B − h1(h−11 (zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))B + zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)B
− zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)B −B(zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ))B−1
(
∂
∂t
zc(fh,t, fmτ , fmβ)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
+ h1(h
−1
1 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))− h(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))
))
=
1
σ(v)
(
h1(h
−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))
B − h1(h−11 (zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))B
−Bzc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)B−1(h1(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))− h(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ))))
)
+O(||h− h1||2[za,zb]),
because
zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)
B − zc(0)B −Bzc(0)B−1 ∂
∂t
zc(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
∂2
∂t2
zc(fh,t, fmτ , fmβ)
∣∣
t=t˜
2
= O(||h− h1||2[za,zb])
for an appropriate t˜ in (0, 1). Apply Lemma C.6 to obtain
h1(h
−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))
B − h1(h−11 (zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))B
−Bzc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)B−1(h1(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))− h(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ))))
= Bh1(h
−1
1 (zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))
B−1(h1(h−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))− h1(h−11 (zc(h, fmτ , fmβ))))
−Bzc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)B−1(h1(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))− h(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ))))
+O(||h− h1||2[za,zb])
= Bzc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)
B−1
(
h1(h
−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))− h1(h−11 (zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))
− h1(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ))) + h(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))
)
+O(||h− h1||2[za,zb])
as well as
h1(h
−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))− h1(h−11 (zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))− h1(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))
+ h(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))
= h1(h
−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))− h1(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))
+ h(h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))− h(h−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ)))
= h′1(h
−1
1 (zc(0)))(h
−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ))− h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)))
+ h′(h−11 (zc(0)))(h
−1
1 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ))− h−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ))) +O(||h− h1||2[za,zb])
=
(
h′1(h
−1
1 (zc(0)))− h′(h−11 (zc(0)))
)(
h−1(zc(h, fmτ , fmβ))− h−11 (zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ))
)
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+O(||h− h1||2[za,zb])
= O(||h− h1||
3
2
[za,zb]
).
It remains to treat the second and the third summand. Recall that it is sufficient to
prove the equations (C.13) and (C.14). For that purpose, notice that
zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)− zc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)
=
(
h1(fmτ (v))
c + e(h1(fmβ(v))
c − h1(fmτ (v))c)
) 1
c
− (h1(F−1Y |X(τ |v))c + e(h1(fmβ(v))c − h1(F−1Y |X(τ |v))c)) 1c
=
1
c
(
h1(F
−1
Y |X(τ |v))c + e(h1(fmβ(v))c − h1(F−1Y |X(τ |v))c)
) 1
c
−1
ch1(F
−1
Y |X(τ |v))c−1(1− e)h′1(F−1Y |X(τ |v))(fmτ (v)− F−1Y |X(τ |v))
+O(||fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)||2MX)
= −
(1− e)zc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)1−ch1(F−1Y |X(τ |v))c(fmτ (v)− F−1Y |X(τ |v))
λ(F−1Y |X(τ |v))
+O(||fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)||2MX).
Therefore,
kc(h1, fmτ , fmβ , v, e)− kc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ , v, e)−Dfmτ kc(s0, v, e)
[
fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
=
1
σ(v)
(
zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)
B − zc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)B
−
Bzc(h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)B−c(1− e)h1(F−1Y |X(τ |v))c(fmτ (v)− F−1Y |X(τ |v))
λ(F−1Y |X(τ |v))
)
=
1
σ(v)
(
Bzc(h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)B−1(zc(h1, fmτ , fmβ)− zc(h1, F−1Y |X(τ |·), fmβ))
−
Bzc(h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), fmβ)B−c(1− e)h1(F−1Y |X(τ |v))c(fmτ (v)− F−1Y |X(τ |v))
λ(F−1Y |X(τ |v))
)
+O(||fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)||2MX)
= O(||fmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)||2MX).
Analogously,
kc(h1, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), fmβ , v, e)− kc(s0, v, e)−Dfmτ kc(s0, v, e)
[
fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
= O(||fmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)||2MX).
Hence, (i) is proven.
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Proof of (ii): Remember (C4) and let c ∈ Bδn . As before, one has
||Γ2(c, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]− Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]||
= ||DhGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[h¯1 − h1]−DhGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[h¯1 − h1]
+DfmτGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
−DfmτGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
+DfmβGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[fˆmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
−DfmβGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[fˆmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]||
≤ ||DhGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[h¯1 − h1]−DhGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[h¯1 − h1]||
+ ||DfmτGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
−DfmτGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]||
+ ||DfmβGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[fˆmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
−DfmβGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[fˆmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]||
so that it is again sufficient to prove the condition for each of the summands. To treat
the first summand, let h ∈ H˜, c ∈ [B1, B2] and recall the definitions of fh,t and zc(t)
from (C.9) and (C.10) as well as
|zc(0)− zB(0)| = O(|c−B|) uniformly in (x, e)
and
DhGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[h− h1]
=
1
P (X ∈MX)
∂
∂t
(∫
MX
Fε(kc(fh,t, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·),w, e))I{w≤x}fX(w) dw
− P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
∫
MX
Fε(kc(fh,t, F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), F−1Y |X(β|·),w, e))fX(w) dw
)∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
P (X ∈MX)
(∫
MX
fε(kc(s0,w, e))
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
Dhkc(s0,w, e)[h− h1]fX(w) dw
)
.
At the beginning of the proof of this lemma, it was shown in (C.11) that
Dhkc(s0,x, e)[h− h1] =
Bzc(0)
B−1(zc(0)− h(h−11 (zc(0))) + ∂∂tzc(t)∣∣t=0)
σ(x)
with fmτ = F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), fmβ = F−1Y |X(β|·) in zc(t)), where
∂
∂t
zc(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
c
(
hc1(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x)) + e(hc1(F−1Y |X(β|x))− hc1(F−1Y |X(τ |x)))
) 1
c
−1
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(
chc−11 (F
−1
Y |X(τ |x))(h(F−1Y |X(τ |x))− h1(F−1Y |X(τ |x)))
+ e(chc−11 (F
−1
Y |X(β|x))(h(F−1Y |X(β|x))− h1(F−1Y |X(β|x))
− chc−11 (F−1Y |X(τ |x))(h(F−1Y |X(τ |x))− h1(F−1Y |X(τ |x)))
)
.
Hence,
sup
x∈MX,e∈[ea,eb]
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂tzc(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
∣∣∣∣ = O(||h− h1||[za,zb])
and
sup
x∈MX,e∈[ea,eb]
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂tzc(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
− ∂
∂t
zB(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
∣∣∣∣ = O(||h− h1||[za,zb]|c−B|),
so that
DhGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[h− h1]−DhGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[h− h1]
=
∫
MX
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)(
ϕ(c,w, e)
(
zc(0)− h(h−11 (zc(0)))
)
− ϕ(B,w, e)(zB(0)− h(h−11 (zB(0))))) dw + o(|c−B|)
for some continuously differentiable function ϕ : [B1, B2]×MX × [ea, eb]→ R. Due to
ϕ(c,w, e)
(
h1(h
−1
1 (zc(0)))− h(h−11 (zc(0)))
)
− ϕ(B,w, e)(h1(h−11 (zB(0)))− h(h−11 (zB(0))))
= (ϕ(c,w, e)− ϕ(B,w, e))(h1(h−11 (zc(0)))− h(h−11 (zc(0))))
+ ϕ(B,w, e)
(
h1(h
−1
1 (zc(0)))− h1(h−11 (zB(0))) + h(h−11 (zB(0)))− h(h−11 (zc(0)))
)
= ϕ(B,w, e)
(
h′1(h
−1
1 (zB(0)))(h
−1
1 (zc(0))− h−11 (zB(0)))
− h′(h−11 (zB(0)))(h−11 (zc(0))− h−11 (zB(0)))
)
+ o(|c−B|)
= O(||h′ − h′1||[za,zb]|c−B|) + o(|c−B|)
= o(|c−B|),
it holds that
||DhGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[h¯1 − h1]−DhGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[h¯1 − h1]|| = op(|c−B|).
The second summand can be written as
||DfmτGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
−DfmτGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]||
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX
(
I{w≤·} − P (X ≤ ·|X ∈MX)
)
(
fε(kc(s0,w, .))Dfmτ kc(s0,w, .)[Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
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− fε(kB(s0,w, .))Dfmτ kB(s0,w, .)[Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
])
fX(w) dw
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣.
Thus, it is sufficient to prove
fε(kc(s0,w, e))Dfmτ kc(s0,w, e)[Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
− fε(kB(s0,w, e))Dfmτ kB(s0,w, e)[Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
=
(
fε(kc(s0,w, e))− fε(kB(s0,w, e))
)
Dfmτ kc(s0,w, e)[Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
+ fε(kB(s0,w, e))
(
Dfmτ kc(s0,w, e)[Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
−Dfmτ kB(s0,w, e)[Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
])
= op(|c−B|) +Op
(
n−
1
2
)
uniformly in (w, e) ∈ MX × [ea, eb]. By condition (C4), fˆmτ (x) − F−1Y |X(τ |x) = op(1)
uniformly in x ∈MX, so that for an appropriate c˜ between c and B(
fε(kc(s0,w, e))− fε(kB(s0,w, e))
)
Dfmτ kc(s0,w, e)[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
= f ′ε(kc˜(s0,w, e))
∂
∂c
kc(s0,w, e)
∣∣∣∣
c=c˜
(c−B)op(1)
= op(|c−B|).
On the other hand, the remaining term can be rewritten via
Dfmτ kc(s0,w, e)[[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]−Dfmτ kB(s0,w, .)[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)]
=
B(e− 1)(fˆmτ (w)− F−1Y |X(τ |w))
σ(w)λ(F−1Y |X(τ |w))
(ψ(B,w, e)− ψ(c,w, e)),
where
ψ(c,w, e) =
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |w)) + e
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(β|w))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |w))
))B
c
−1
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x)).
Due to
∂
∂c
ψ(c,w, e)
=
∂
∂c
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |w)) + e
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(β|w))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |w))
))B
c
−1
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x))
= −B
c2
log
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |w)) + e
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(β|w))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |w))
))
ψ(c,w, e)
+
(
B
c
− 1
)
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |x))(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |w)) + e
(
hc(F
−1
Y |X(β|w))− hc(F−1Y |X(τ |w))
))Bc −2
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(
log
(
h1(F
−1
Y |X(τ |w))
)
hc(F
−1
Y |X(τ |w)) + e
(
log
(
h1(F
−1
Y |X(β|w))
)
hc(F
−1
Y |X(β|w))
− log (h1(F−1Y |X(τ |w)))hc(F−1Y |X(τ |w))))+ ψ(c,w, e) log (h1(F−1Y |X(β|w))),
the derivative of ψ with respect to c is uniformly bounded in (w, e) ∈ MX × [ea, eb].
Hence,
Dfmτ kc(s0,w, e)[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]−Dfmτ kB(s0,w, e)[fˆmτ − F−1Y |X(τ |·)]
= op(|c−B|)
uniformly in (w, e) ∈MX × [ea, eb]. The same reasoning can be applied for
DfmβGMD(c, s0)(x, e)[fˆmβ − F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
,
which completes the proof of Lemma C.5.
Lemma C.7 For all sequences δn ↘ 0 it holds that
sup
||c−B||≤δn,||s−s0||≤δn
||GnMD(c, s)−GMD(c, s)−GnMD(B, s0)||2 = op(n− 12 ),
that is, (C5) is valid.
Proof: In a moment, it will be shown that the process
Gn(c, s,x, e) = GnMD(c, s)(x, e)−GMD(c, s)(x, e),
as a process in c ∈ [B1, B2], s ∈ H˜,x ∈ MX, e ∈ [ea, eb] is Donsker. Then, Corollary
2.3.12 of Van der Vaart and Wellner [1996] yields
sup
c,c˜∈[B1,B2],s,s˜∈H˜,x∈MX,e∈[ea,eb]
||s−s˜||H<δn,|c−c˜|<δn
√
n|Gn(c, s,x, e)−Gn(c˜, s˜,x, e)| = op(1).
Due to GMD(B, s0)(x, e) = 0 for all x ∈MX, e ∈ [ea, eb] the assertion then follows from
the compactness of MX and [ea, eb].
First, define the function class
F = {(X, ε) 7→ I{X∈MX}I{ε≤kc(h,fmτ ,fmβ ,X,e)} : s ∈ H˜, c ∈ [B1, B2], e ∈ [ea, eb]}.
Due to the definition of H˜ in (C.4) and the compactness of [B1, B2],MX, [ea, eb], there
exists a compact set K such that
kc(s,x, e) ∈ K, for all s ∈ H˜,x ∈MX, e ∈ [ea, eb].
Consider s, s˜ ∈ H˜, c, c˜ ∈ [B1, B2], e, e˜ ∈ [ea, eb]. For some s∗, c∗ and e∗ between s and
s˜, c and c˜ and e and e˜, respectively, as well as some C > 0 the L2(P Y,X)-distance can
be bounded by
||I{·∈MX}I{·≤kc(s,·,e)} − I{·∈MX}I{·≤kc˜(s˜,·,e˜)}||2
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= E
[
I{X∈MX}
(
I{ε≤kc(s,X,e)} − I{ε≤kc˜(s˜,X,e˜)}
)2] 1
2
=
(∫
MX
|Fε(kc(s,w, e))− Fε(kc˜(s˜,w, e˜))|fX(w) dw
) 1
2
≤ sup
e∈K
|fε(e)|
(∫
MX
|fX(w)| dw
) 1
2
sup
w∈MX
∣∣kc(s,w, e)− kc˜(s˜,w, e˜)∣∣ 12
≤ sup
e∈K
|fε(e)|
(∫
MX
|fX(w)| dw
) 1
2
sup
w∈MX
∣∣∣Dhkc(s∗,w, e∗)[h˜− h]
+Dfmτ kc(s
∗,w, e∗)[f˜mτ − fmτ ] +Dfmβkc(s∗,w, e∗)[f˜mβ − fmβ ]
+Dekc(s
∗,w, e∗)[e˜− e] +Dckc∗(s∗,w, e∗)[c˜− c]
∣∣∣ 12 .
Similar to the the proof of (C.11), one can show with
s∗ = (h∗, f ∗mτ , f
∗
mβ
),
fh,t = h
∗ + t(h˜− h),
z˜c(t) =
(
f ch,t(f
∗
mτ (x)) + e(f
c
h,t(f
∗
mβ
(x))− f ch,t(f ∗mτ (x)))
) 1
c
that
Dhkc(s
∗,w, e)[h˜− h]
=
Bh1
(
(h∗)−1(z˜c(0))
)B−1
h′1
(
(h∗)−1(zc(0))
)(
∂
∂t
z˜c(t)
∣∣
t=0
− (h˜− h)((h∗)−1(zc(0))))
(h∗)′
(
h−11 (zc(0))
)
σ(w)
and that
sup
c∈[B1,B2],w∈MX,e∈[ea,eb]
|Dhkc(s∗,w, e)[h˜− h]| ≤ C˜||h˜− h||[za,zb]
for an appropriate constant C˜ > 0 and all s, s˜ ∈ H˜ and s∗ between s and s˜. A similar
reasoning for Dfmτ kc∗(s
∗,w, e∗)[f˜mτ − fmτ ], ..., Dc∗kc∗(s∗,w, e∗)[c˜− c] leads to
sup
w∈MX
∣∣kc(s,w, e)− kc˜(s˜,w, e˜)∣∣
≤ C¯
(
||h˜− h||[za,zb] + ||f˜mτ − fmτ ||MX + ||f˜mβ − fmβ ||MX + |e˜− e|+ |c˜− c|
)
(C.15)
for some appropriate constant C¯ > 0, which is independent of c∗, s∗, e∗. This will be
used in the following to define brackets for F . Let ξ, η > 0 and consider ξ-brackets for
c ∈ [B1, B2], e ∈ [ea, eb] and h, fmτ , fmβ such that s ∈ H˜. Construct η-brackets for F
as follows. Let
ξ = ξ(η) =
η2
10C¯ sup
e∈K
fε(e)2
∫ |fX(w)| dw
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with C¯ from (C.15). For each combination of the ξ-brackets take representatives
h¯, f¯mτ , f¯mβ , c¯, e¯ within these brackets and define
l(X, ε) = I{X ∈MX}I
{
ε ≤ kc¯(h¯, f¯mτ , f¯mβ ,X, e¯)−
η2
2 sup
e∈K
fε(e)2
∫ |fX(w)| dw
}
and
u(X, ε) = I{X ∈MX}I
{
ε ≤ kc¯(h¯, f¯mτ , f¯mβ ,X, e¯) +
η2
2 sup
e∈K
fε(e)2
∫ |fX(w)| dw
}
.
Then, ||u − l||2 ≤ η by the same reasoning as above and equation (C.15) ensures
that each combination of the ξ(η)-brackets for h, fmτ , fmβ such that s ∈ H˜ and c ∈
[B1, B2], e ∈ [ea, eb] is covered by its corresponding [l, u]-bracket.
Since H˜ ⊆ CγhRh([za, zb])× C
γfmτ
Rfmτ
(MX)× C
γfmβ
Rfmτ
(MX) one has for all η > 0
N[ ](η,F , L2(P )) ≤ N[ ]
(
ξ(η), CγhRh([za, zb]), ||.||[za,zb]
)N[ ](ξ(η), CγfmτRfmτ (MX), ||.||MX)
N[ ]
(
ξ(η), C
γfmβ
Rfmβ
(MX), ||.||MX
)N[ ](ξ(η), [ea, eb], |.|)
N[ ]
(
ξ(η), [B1, B2], |.|
)
.
According to Theorem 2.7.1 of Van der Vaart and Wellner [1996], one has
log
(
N[ ]
(
ξ, CγhRh([za, zb]), ||.||[za,zb]
))
≤ Chξ−
1
γh ,
log
(
N[ ]
(
ξ, C
γfmτ
Rfmτ
(MX), ||.||MX
))
≤ Cfmτ ξ
− dX
γfmτ ,
log
(
N[ ]
(
ξ, C
γfmβ
Rfmβ
(MX), ||.||MX
))
≤ Cfmβ ξ
− dX
γfmβ
for some appropriate constants Ch, Cfmτ , Cfmβ > 0. Note that
γh > 1, γfmτ > dX and γfmβ > dX
by definition of H˜ in (C.4). Hence, for some C > 0∫ 1
0
√
log
(N[ ](η,F , L2(P ))) dη
≤
∫ 1
0
√
log
(
N[ ]
(
ξ(η), CγhRh([za, zb]), ||.||[za,zb]
))
dη
+
∫ 1
0
√
log
(
N[ ]
(
ξ(η), C
γfmτ
Rfmτ
(MX), ||.||MX
))
dη
+
∫ 1
0
√
log
(
N[ ]
(
ξ(η), C
γfmβ
Rfmβ
(MX), ||.||MX
))
dη
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+∫ 1
0
√
log
(
N[ ]
(
ξ(η), [ea, eb], |.|
))
dη
+
∫ 1
0
√
log
(
N[ ]
(
ξ(η), [B1, B2], |.|
))
dη
≤ C
∫ 1
0
((
1
η
) 1
γh
+
(
1
η
) dX
γfmτ
+
(
1
η
) dX
γfmβ + log
(
1
η2
)
+ log
(
1
η2
))
dη
<∞,
so that the function class F is Donsker. Of course, the function class {X 7→ I{X≤x} :
x ∈ MX} is Donsker and by the same reasoning as before it can be shown that the
class
F˜ = {(X, ε) 7→ I{X≤x}I{X∈MX}I{ε≤kc(s,X,e)} : s ∈ H˜, c ∈ [B1, B2], e ∈ [ea, eb],x ∈MX}
is Donsker as well. Finally, it can be shown that
GnMD(c, s)(x, e)−GMD(c, s)(x, e)
=
(
2P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)P (ε ≤ kc(s,X, e)|X ∈MX)
P (X ∈MX)
= −P (X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(s,X, e)|X ∈MX)
P (X ∈MX)
)(
1
n
n∑
i=1
(I{Xi∈MX} − P (X ∈MX))
)
+
1
P (X ∈MX)
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
I{Xi≤x}I{Xi∈MX}I{εi≤kc(h,fmτ ,fmβ ,Xi,e)}
− P (X ∈MX,X ≤ x, ε ≤ kc(h, fmτ , fmβ ,X, e))
− I{Xi≤x}I{Xi∈MX} + P (X ∈MX,X ≤ x)− I{Xi∈MX}I{εi≤kc(h,fmτ ,fmβ ,Xi,e)}
+ P (X ∈MX, ε ≤ kc(h, fmτ , fmβ ,X, e))
)
+ op
(
1√
n
)
,
so that because of Corollary 2.3.1 of Van der Vaart and Wellner [1996],
sup
c,c˜∈[B1,B2],s,s˜∈H˜,x∈MX,e∈[ea,eb]
||s−s˜||H<δn,|c−c˜|<δn
√
n|Gn(c, s,x, e)−Gn(c˜, s˜,x, e)| = op(1).

Lemma C.8 There exists a real valued function ψΓ2 with E[ψΓ2(Y,X)] = o
(
n−
1
2
)
and
σ2A := E[ψΓ2(Y,X)
2] ∈ (0,∞) such that
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
GnMD(B, s0)(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]
)
de dx
=
1√
n
n∑
i=1
ψΓ2(Yi,Xi) + op(1)
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D→ N (0, σ2A).
Moreover, it holds that
||Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2 = Op
(
1√
n
)
. (C.16)
Proof: First, the left hand side will be rewritten such that
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
GnMD(B, s0)(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]
)
de dx
=
1√
n
n∑
i=1
(ψΓ2(Yi,Xi)− E[ψΓ2(Y,X)]) + op(1) (C.17)
for some appropriate function ψΓ2 : RdX+1 → R. Afterwards, the usual Central Limit
Theorem can be applied to obtain the desired convergence. Third, it will be shown
that ||Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2 = Op
(
n−
1
2
)
.
For this purpose, note that it was shown in equation (C.12) that
Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0] = DsGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]
= DhGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[hˆ− h1]
+DfmτGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
+DfmβGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[F
−1
Y |X(β|·)− F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
.
Hence, there are actually four terms that have to be fitted to Expression (C.17).
Straightforward calculations lead to
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)GnMD(B, s0)(x, e) de dx
=
1√
n
n∑
i=1
(ψ1(Yi,Xi)− E[ψ1(Yi,Xi)]) + op(1),
where
ψ1(Y,X)
= I{X∈MX}
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
(
P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)P (ε ≤ F−1ε (τ) + e(F−1ε (β)− F−1ε (τ)))
P (X ∈MX)
+
1
P (X ∈MX)
(
I{X≤x}I{hB(Y )−g(X)
σ(X)
≤F−1ε (τ)+e(F−1ε (β)−F−1ε (τ))
} − I{X≤x}
− I{hB(Y )−g(X)
σ(X)
≤F−1ε (τ)+e(F−1ε (β)−F−1ε (τ))
}))Γ1(B, s0)(x, e) de dx.
Recall from the proof of Lemma C.5 that
DhGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[hˆ− h1]
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=
1
P (X ∈MX)
(∫
MX
fε(kB(s0,w, e))
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
DhkB(s0,w, e)[hˆ− h1]fX(w) dw
)
, (C.18)
where
DhkB(s0,w, e)[hˆ− h1] =
BzB(0)
B−1(zB(0)− hˆ(h−11 (zB(0))) + ∂∂tzB(t)∣∣t=0)
σ(w)
,
with zB as in (C.10) and fmτ = F
−1
Y |X(τ |·), fmβ = F−1Y |X(β|·). Furthermore, it was shown
in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that
hˆ1(y)− h1(y) = exp
(
−
∫ y
y1
1
λˆ(u)
du
)
− exp
(
−
∫ y
y1
1
λ(u)
du
)
= −h1(y)
∫ y
y1
(
1
λˆ(u)
− 1
λ(u)
)
du+ op
(
1√
n
)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
−h1(y)ηi(y) + op
(
1√
n
)
,
with ηi as in (C.2). Remember E[η1(y)] = 0 uniformly in [za, zb], so that
DhkB(s0,w, e)[hˆ− h1] = 1
n
n∑
i=1
ψ˜2(Yi,Xi,w, e) + op
(
1√
n
)
(C.19)
holds for an appropriate function ψ˜2, which is centred and uniformly bounded in
(Y,X,w, e) ∈ RdX+1 ×MX × [ea, eb]. Hence,
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)DhGMD(B, s0)(x, e)[hˆ− h1] de dx
=
1
nP (X ∈MX)
n∑
i=1
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
∫
MX
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)fε(kB(s0,w, e))
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
ψ˜2(Yi,Xi,w, e)fX(w) dw de dx + op(1)
=
1√
n
n∑
i=1
ψ2(Yi,Xi) + op(1)
for
ψ2(Yi,Xi) =
1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
∫
MX
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)fε(kB(s0,w, e))(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
ψ˜2(Yi,Xi,w, e)fX(w) dw de dx.
It remains to rewrite DfmιGMD(B, s0)[Fˆ
−1
Y |X(ι|·) − F−1Y |X(ι|·)
]
for ι ∈ {τ, β}. In the
proof of Lemma C.7, it was shown that
Dfmτ kB(s0,x, e)[Fˆ
−1
Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
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= −
B(1− e)hB(F−1Y |X(τ |x))(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |x)− F−1Y |X(τ |x))
σ(x)λ(F−1Y |X(τ |x))
and
DfβkB(s0,x, e)[Fˆ
−1
Y |X(β|·)− F−1Y |X(β|·)
]
= −
BehB(F
−1
Y |X(β|x))(Fˆ−1Y |X(β|x)− F−1Y |X(β|x))
σ(x)λ(F−1Y |X(β|x))
.
Equation (C.7) yields
Fˆ−1Y |X(ι|x)− F−1Y |X(ι|x) =
1
fY |X(F−1Y |X(ι|x)|x)fX(x)
1
n
n∑
i=1
Khx(x−Xi)
(
Khy(F−1Y |X(ι|x)− Yi)−
p(F−1Y |X(ι|x),x)
fX(x)
)
+ op
(
1√
n
)
for ι ∈ {τ, β}. Note that the order of the remaining term, that is obtained in the proof
there, is actually op(Fˆ
−1
Y |X(ι|x)− F−1Y |X(ι|x)), but this order can be extended to
Op((Fˆ−1Y |X(ι|x)− F−1Y |X(ι|x))2) = op(n−
1
2 )
by using the Lagrange form of the remainder of the Taylor expansion. Due to (B3),
one has
E
[
Khx(x−X1)
(
Khy(F−1Y |X(ι|x)− Y1)−
p(F−1Y |X(ι|x),x)
fX(x)
)]
= op
(
1√
n
)
(C.20)
uniformly in x ∈MX and ι ∈ {τ, β}. So far, a representation
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
GnMD(B, s0)(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]
)
de dx
=
1√
n
n∑
i=1
(
ψ1(Yi,Xi) + ψ2(Yi,Xi) + ψ3,n(Yi,Xi) + ψ4,n(Yi,Xi)
− E[ψ1(Y,X)− ψ2(Y,X)− ψ3,n(Y,X)− ψ4,n(Y,X)]
)
+ op(1),
was found, where
ψ3,n(Yi,Xi) = −
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
∫
MX
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
B(1− e)hB(F−1Y |X(τ |w))fε(kB(s0,w, e))
σ(w)λ(F−1Y |X(τ |w))fY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |w)|w)
Khx(w −Xi)
(
Khy(F−1Y |X(τ |w)− Yi)−
p(F−1Y |X(τ |w),w)
fX(w)
)
dw de dx
and
ψ4,n(Yi,Xi) = −
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
∫
MX
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
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BehB(F
−1
Y |X(β|w))fε(kB(s0,w, e))
σ(w)λ(F−1Y |X(β|w))fY |X(F−1Y |X(β|w)|w)
Khx(w −Xi)
(
Khy(F−1Y |X(β|w)− Yi)−
p(F−1Y |X(β|w),w)
fX(w)
)
dw de dx
depend on n. To fit this expression to equation (C.17) it suffices to replace ψ3,n and
ψ4,n with some functions ψ3 and ψ4 (independent of n and with finite second moments),
respectively, such that
E[(ψ3,n(Y,X)−ψ3(Y,X))2] = o(1) and E[(ψ4,n(Y,X)−ψ4(Y,X))2] = o(1), (C.21)
since it was already shown that E[ψ1(Y,X)
2], E[ψ2(Y,X)
2] <∞. It can be shown that
equation (C.21) is fulfilled for ψ3 and ψ4, where
ψτ (x, e) := −
B(1− e)hB(F−1Y |X(τ |x))fε(kB(s0,x, e))
σ(x)λ(F−1Y |X(τ |x))fY |X(F−1Y |X(τ |x)|x)
, (C.22)
ψβ(x, e) := −
BehB(F
−1
Y |X(β|x))fε(kB(s0,x, e))
σ(x)λ(F−1Y |X(β|x))fY |X(F−1Y |X(β|x)|x)
,
ψ3(Y,X) :=
(
I{Y≤F−1
Y |X(τ |X)} −
p(F−1Y |X(τ |X),X)
fX(X)
)
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
I{X≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
ψτ (X, e) dx de,
ψ4(Y,X) :=
(
I{Y≤F−1
Y |X(β|X)} −
p(F−1Y |X(β|X),X)
fX(X)
)
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
I{X≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
ψβ(X, e) dx de.
In total, this leads to
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
GnMD(B, s0)(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]
)
de dx
=
1√
n
n∑
i=1
(ψΓ2(Yi,Xi)− E[ψ(Y,X)]) + op(1)
for
ψΓ2(Y,X) = ψ1(Y,X) + ψ2(Y,X) + ψ3(Y,X) + ψ4(Y,X).
One has E[ψΓ2(Y,X)] = 0, so that the Central Limit Theorem implies
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)
(
GnMD(B, s0)(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]
)
de dx
D→ N (0, σ2A)
with σ2A = Var(ψ(Y,X)).
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To prove Lemma C.8, it remains to prove (C.16). In the following, the complexity
of the dominating term in ||Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ − s0]||2 will be reduced stepwise. First, apply
(C.12) to obtain
||Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2
≤ ∣∣∣∣DhGMD(c, s0)[hˆ1 − h1]∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣DfmτGMD(B, s0)[Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)]∣∣∣∣2
+
∣∣∣∣DfmβGMD(B, s0)[Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)− F−1Y |X(β|·)]∣∣∣∣2
=
∣∣∣∣DfmτGMD(B, s0)[Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)]∣∣∣∣2
+
∣∣∣∣DfmβGMD(B, s0)[Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)− F−1Y |X(β|·)]∣∣∣∣2 +Op( 1√n
)
,
where the last equation follows from the equations (C.18) and (C.19). Both of the
terms ∣∣∣∣DfmτGMD(B, s0)[Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)]∣∣∣∣2
and ∣∣∣∣DfmβGMD(B, s0)[Fˆ−1Y |X(β|·)− F−1Y |X(β|·)]∣∣∣∣2
can be treated similarly to each other, so that only the first term is considered in the
following. Recall
DfmτGMD(B, s0)(x, e)
[
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
=
1
P (X ∈MX)
(∫
MX
fε(kB(s0,w, e))
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
Dfmτ kB(s0,w, e)
[
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
fX(w) dw
)
= − 1
P (X ∈MX)
∫
MX
fε(kB(s0,w, e))
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
B(1− e)h(F−1Y |X(τ |w))(Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |w)− F−1Y |X(τ |w))
σ(w)λ(F−1Y |X(τ |w))
fX(w) dw.
Inserting equation (C.7) leads to
DfmτGMD(B, s0)(x, e)
[
Fˆ−1Y |X(τ |·)− F−1Y |X(τ |·)
]
= − 1
nP (X ∈MX)
n∑
i=1
∫
MX
(
I{w≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
ψτ (w, e)
(
Khy(F−1Y |X(τ |w)− Yi)−
p(F−1Y |X(τ |w),w)
fX(w)
)
Khx(w −Xi)fX(w) dw + op
(
1√
n
)
= − 1
nP (X ∈MX)
n∑
i=1
∫
MX
(
I{Xi+hxw≤x} − P (X ≤ x|X ∈MX)
)
ψτ (Xi + hxw, e)
(
Khy(F−1Y |X(τ |Xi + hxw)− Yi)−
p(F−1Y |X(τ |Xi + hxw),Xi + hxw)
fX(Xi + hxw)
)
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K(w)fX(Xi + hxw) dw + op
(
1√
n
)
=:
1
n
n∑
i=1
Zi,hx,τ (x, e) + op
(
1√
n
)
uniformly in x ∈ MX, e ∈ [ea, eb], where ψτ was defined in (C.22). Equation (C.20)
yields E[Z1,hx,τ (x, e)] = o
(
n−
1
2
)
uniformly in x ∈MX, e ∈ [ea, eb], so that
E
[∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1√n
n∑
i=1
Zi,hx,τ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
]
= E[Z21,hx,τ ] + o(1) ≤ C
for some sufficiently large C > 0. Therefore, it holds that
||Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2 = Op
(
1√
n
)
.

C.2.3 Proof of Lemma 3.3
Similar to Linton et al. [2008], define
Ln(x, e) = GnMD(B, s0)(x, e)−GMD(B, s0)(x, e)
as well as
Ln(c)(x, e) = Ln(x, e) + Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)(c−B) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0].
In the proof of Lemma C.7, it was shown that
||Ln||2 = ||GnMD(B, s0)||2 = Op
(
1√
n
)
. (C.23)
Then, one has for all sequences δn ↘ 0
||GnMD(c, sˆ)− Ln(c)||2
= ||GnMD(c, sˆ)−GnMD(B, s0) +GMD(B, s0)
− Γ1(B, s0)(c−B)− Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2
(C1)
≤ ||GnMD(c, sˆ)−GMD(c, sˆ)−GnMD(B, s0)||2
+ ||GMD(c, sˆ)− Γ1(B, s0)(c−B)− Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2
(C5)
= ||GMD(c, sˆ)− Γ1(B, s0)(c−B)− Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2 + op
(
1√
n
)
≤ ||GMD(c, sˆ)−GMD(c, s0)− Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2
+ ||GMD(c, s0)− Γ1(B, s0)(c−B)||2 + op
(
1√
n
)
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(C3)
≤ ||GMD(c, sˆ)−GMD(c, s0)− Γ2(c, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2
+ ||GMD(c, s0)− Γ1(B, s0)(c−B)||2 + op(|c−B|) + op
(
1√
n
)
(C3)+(C4)
≤ ||GMD(c, s0)−GMD(B, s0)− Γ1(B, s0)(c−B)||2 + op(|c−B|) + op
(
1√
n
)
(C2)
= op(|c−B|) + op
(
1√
n
)
(C.24)
uniformly in c ∈ Bδn . Denote the minimizer of c 7→ ||Ln(c)||2 by B¯. Then, B¯ can be
calculated explicitly by solving
∂
∂c
||Ln(c)||22
=
∂
∂c
(
||Ln||22 + ||Γ1(B, s0)||22(c−B)2 + ||Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||22
+ 2
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)(Ln(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]) de dx(c−B)
+ 2
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Ln(x, e)Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0] de dx
)
= 2||Γ1(B, s0)||22(c−B)
+ 2
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)(Ln(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]) de dx
= 0.
Therefore, one has
B¯ = B −
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)(Ln(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]) de dx
||Γ1(B, s0)||22
(C6)
= B +Op
(
1√
n
)
. (C.25)
One has
||Ln(B¯)||2 ≤ ||Ln(B)||2 ≤ ||Ln(x, e)||2 + ||Γ2(B, s0)[sˆ− s0]||2 (C.16)+(C.23)= Op
(
1√
n
)
,
||GnMD(Bˆ, sˆ)||2 ≤ ||GnMD(B, sˆ)||2
(C.24)
≤ ||Ln(B)||2 + op
(
1√
n
)
= Op
(
1√
n
)
.
For all c ∈ Bδn a Taylor expansion yields for some B∗ between c and B¯
||Ln(c)||22 = ||Ln(B¯)||22 +
∂
∂c
||Ln(c)||22
∣∣∣∣
c=B¯
(c− B¯) +
∂2
∂c2
||Ln(c)||22
∣∣
c=B∗
2
(c− B¯)2
= ||Ln(B¯)||22 + ||Γ1(B, s0)||22(c− B¯)2. (C.26)
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These assertions in turn can be used to obtain
||GnMD(Bˆ, sˆ)||22
≤ ||GnMD(B¯, sˆ)||22
(C.24)
=
(||Ln(B¯)||2 + op(|B¯ −B|) + op(n− 12 ))2
= ||Ln(B¯)||22 + ||Ln(B¯)||2op
(
n−
1
2
)
+ op(n
−1)
(C.26)
= ||Ln(Bˆ)||22 − ||Γ1(B, s0)||22(Bˆ − B¯)2 + op(n−1)
(C.24)
=
(||GnMD(Bˆ, sˆ)||2 + op(|Bˆ −B|) + op(n− 12 ))2 − ||Γ1(B, s0)||22(Bˆ − B¯)2 + op(n−1)
(C.25)
=
(||GnMD(Bˆ, sˆ)||2 + op(|Bˆ − B¯|) + op(n− 12 ))2 − ||Γ1(B, s0)||22(Bˆ − B¯)2 + op(n−1)
= ||GnMD(Bˆ, sˆ)||22 − ||Γ1(B, s0)||22(Bˆ − B¯)2 + op
(
n−
1
2 |Bˆ − B¯|)+ op(|Bˆ − B¯|2)
+ op(n
−1).
Thus,
||Γ1(B, s0)||22(Bˆ − B¯)2 = op
(
n−
1
2 |Bˆ − B¯|)+ op(|Bˆ − B¯|2) + op(n−1)
and consequently Bˆ − B¯ = op(n− 12 ). Finally, (C6) yields
√
n(Bˆ −B)
=
√
n(B¯ −B) + op(1)
= −
√
n
∫
MX
∫
[ea,eb]
Γ1(B, s0)(x, e)(GnMD(x, e) + Γ2(B, s0)(x, e)[sˆ− s0]) de dx
||Γ1(B, s0)||22
+ op(1)
D→ N
(
0,
σ2A
||Γ1(B, s0)||42
)
. (C.27)

C.3 Proof of Lemma 3.4
Recall the definition of B˜ from equation (2.9)
B˜ = − ∂
∂y
λˆ(y)
∣∣∣
y=yˆ0
.
First, a Taylor expansion leads to
B˜ = − ∂
∂y
λˆ(y)
∣∣∣
y=yˆ0
= − ∂
∂y
λˆ(y)
∣∣∣
y=y0
− ∂
2
∂y2
λˆ(y)
∣∣∣
y=y∗
(yˆ0 − y0)
for some y∗ between yˆ0 and y0. Similarly to the result of Hansen [2008], it can be shown
that ∂
2
∂y2
λˆ converges uniformly on compact sets to ∂
2
∂y2
λ, which in turn is continuous
under (B1)–(B5), so that Lemma 3.2 implies
B˜ = − ∂
∂y
λˆ(y)
∣∣∣
y=y0
− ∂
2
∂y2
λ(y)
∣∣∣
y=y0
(yˆ0 − y0) = − ∂
∂y
λˆ(y)
∣∣∣
y=y0
+Op
(
1√
nhy
)
.
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Therefore, it suffices to treat the first summand. The assertion follows from some
tedious calculations together with a Lindeberg-Feller-Theorem. See Kloodt [2019] for
details. 
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